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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the business and industrial world, where the elements of prof'i t and 
competition play vi tal roles, the current practice of examining operational 
routines, discovering hidden weaknesses, eliminating waste and rectifying 
errors, has justified its expense in terms of maximum production, and 
optimal effeciency. 
Since this scrutiny of operation has rewarded "big" business so hand-
somely, "small" business has taken up the magnifying glass to get a closer 
view of its performance, with gratifying results. In the hospital world 
also, the more progressive institutions have focused the spotlight on their 
activities, seeking to murture what is good and to delete that which i s 
deleterious. In some situtations specially trained research personnel have 
been employed and the enterprise launched on a large scale. In others of 
more modest circumstances, the investigations have been carried on b,y 
small interested groups or individuals seeking to appraise current pr actice 
and to improve service to the patient. 
Following long established policies and daily routine procedures, can 
lend an aura of complacency which obscures vision, and may result in some-
what less than stellar perfonnance. To determine whether the lull of 
routine permitted a gap to exist between actual and presumed practice, to 
insure greater approximation of the two, and thus to render great er service 
to new patients this study of Admission Care routine at Webster (Nent;al} 
Hospital, was undertaken. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
On the premise that first hospital contacts are likely to color the 
patient's point of view so as to affect his response to treatment during 
hospitalization it seemed expedient to take a critical look at the admiss-
ion routine and the manner in which patients are received_ b,r both medical 
and nursing service personnel. To appraise the existing situation it was 
necessary to investigate the following problem: 
Can service to patients entering Webster Hospital be improved through 
a study of the Admission routine? The solution of the problem seemed to 
require the answers to the following specific questions: 
A. What are patient's first contacts with hospital personnel real~ 
like? 
B. Is there a gap between the standard admission routine and the 
performance of the same? 
c. Can group discussion of admission incidents be used as a tool to 
bring about effective changes in admission technique? 
D. What still needs to be done to make admission service more 
effective? 
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Scope of the Study 
To answer the foregoing questions seventy-five admissions were 
observed and recorded. Twenty-five of these cases were observed after the 
analysis of the first fifty. The observations were recorded in narrative 
form with the names of persons and places changed to shield their identity. 
The narratives were analyzed in terms of interpersonal relations and 
procedure. In relation to procedure the findings in the analysis were 
compared ldth written procedure in the ward manuals. (A copy of the 
Admission Routine 1dll be found in the Appendix. ) 
The narratives were brought to Supervisor and head nurse groups 
for review and discussion, and modifications were proposed . 
Some of the proposals, which 1-1ere feasible in the situation, have 
already been put into effect but further changes still need to be made. 
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Limitations 
The study was limited to the admission process from the preliminar.y 
examination to the introduction of the patient to the ward, and to the 
personnel directly involved with the admission procedure. It was further 
limited by the unintentional influence of the investigator on the behavior 
of the nursing service employees and the objectivity of the observations, 
because the observer was emplqyed in a supervisory capacity at Webster 
Hospital. 
The discussion of incidents was confined to supervisory and head nurse 
groups. Attendants were not included in the discussions because ward 
coverage was not adequate enough to permit their participation. 
Preadmission arrangements between the Administrative authorities and 
the patient or his agents, as w~ as the processing of admissions b,y other 
hospital departments were not included. 
Informal interviews with physicians and department heads were also 
excluded. 
The proposals for the changes which evolved were limited to what was 'I 
feasible in the situation, since the budget at Webster Hospital had to be 
calculated two years ahead. 
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Method Used in this Stuqy 
In the formative stage of the stuqy, it was decided to use a modification 
of the ''Case Method" which had been effectively employed in the teaching 
of human relations in business and industry. Fifty of the 141 admissions 
were observed and the incidents described in narrative form. Because the 
observer was employed in a supervisory capacity at Webster Hospital it was 
very d±fficult for her to be objective. Whenever poor technique was being 
practiced it was frustrating to permit it to go on without comment, yet a 
true picture of the situation could not have been obtained if one inter-
ferred. On the other hand, there was a question in the observer's mind 
as to whether the person involved would interpret her silence as condoning 
the deviation from standard procedure. In consi<ie:ring the whole area the 
observer felt that any misconception of her approval of an act could be 
counteracted during the course of the group discussions and so she refrained 
from participation in the procadures, or comment on what was done. 
When the observations were first started the nursing personnel seemed 
to be a little tense although they had been told that observations were 
being made as part of a study. As time went on they became more relaxed 
and appeared not to be aware of the observer's presence. 
Copies of the incidents were given to each member of the Supervisor 
and Head Nurse Groups. The incidents were considered as a whole and. then 
perused paragraph b.Y paragraph so that every aspect of the admission was 
scrutinized. This gave the group members an opportunity to see for them-
selves the factors which needed altering or elimination, as well as to 
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suggest ways of improving the technique and it reduced resistance to 
change to a minimum., because they had a part in formulating the proposition. 
The note taking and wri ti.ng of incidents by the supervisors helped 
eharpen their powers of observation and stimulated interest in investigat-
i ng other facets of nursing such as communications between nursing 
personnel working on different shifts, medication, and pre and post 
operative procedures. 
Supervisors were so convinced of the efficacy of the 11incident 
method11 of presenting problems for consideration, they suggested that 
discussion groups for the attendants be conducted so that they too might 
gain greater insight into complex ward situations and have a voice in 
proposed remedies. 
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References to Admissions in the Literature 
References to the admission of patients to hospitals vrere confined to 
articles in hospital management periodicals and to chapters in nursing 
text books. The majority of them were focused on general hospitals and 
pointed to methods of expediting the payment of patient's bills, elimina-
ting waste of clerical service by improved business office methods, 
the advisability of locating the admission office away from the business 
office and the need for comforta.ble, inviting surroundings. Only a few 
references applicable to Psychiatric Hospitals could be found. 
Modern hospital, Small Hospital Forum for April, 1947 in 11Privacy is 
What They Want When Admitting Patients 111 described a Study of the Admission 
procedure of 19 hospitals. It gives a list of the various kinds of 
information required on admission records. It described interviews 
conducted in general business offices and recom~ended a private office 
for admissions, adjoining the business office, and close to the nursing 
office. 
Price described the advantages of remodaling and modernizing the 
2 Admission Office in 11You 1 re Welcome, This Admitting Office Says 11 • 11 How 
to admit Patients 11 3 by 'o·lilson depicted the advantages of using a multi-
copy electric typewriter for admission records. 
1 11 Privacy Is What They Want When Admitting Patients." Modern Hospital 
68, April 1947, p. 82. 
2Price, Dilbert L. 
Hodern Hospital 
11You 1 re V'/elcome, This Admitting Office Says. 11 
81, November 1953, p. 68 
3-i'lilson, Raymond C. "Hovr to Admit Patients." Modern Hospital 76, 
June 1951. p. 84. 
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Pellenz in "Manual on Admitting Of fie e Procedure Ebq>lains Det ails 
of the System"4 gave a step by step account of the admission routine and 
direction of procedure for emergencies. 
Morgan i n "The Admitting Nurse in Action115 discussed the need for 
"warm frieridllfness, sympathy, understanding, in short a welcome" and 
deplored the lack of time to talk with new patients. 
The practice of using Volunteers to escort the patient from t he 
admission office to the ward was advised by Collin~ in "Volunteers Give 
the Human Touch in Admitting116• He thinks the volunteer may know what the 
patient has heard about the institution and some of his apprehensions 
about being admitted. Volunteers foster community pride in the inst itution. 
Ingram in "Principles of Psychiatric Nursingu 7 discussed "Changing 
Public Attitudes", "Methods of Admission or Canmittmentn, 11The Attitude 
of Patients and Relatives" and the "Duties of the Nurse on Admission of a 
Patient". 
Kandler told of the selection of a member of the Patient' s government 
council to acquaint the new patient with ward routines and with other 
patients. Her "entire staff assumes that the patient will return t o his 
community •••• he is encouraged to wear his awn clothing, and keeps his 
4Pellenz, Dorothy. "Manual on Admitting Office Procedure Explains Details 
of the System". Hospital Management March and April, 1945, P• 89 
5Morgan., Josephine~ "The Admitting Room Nurse in Action.'' The Canadian 
Nurse May 1946. p. 393. 
6collins, Ja:y w. "Volunteers Give the Human Touch in Admitting" ~~ 
December 1954. P• 75 
?Ingram, Madel~e E. Princitles of Psychiatric Nursing Philadelphia, 
w. B. Saunders Co., 19 9 p. 117 - 123. 
I 
wedding ring and glasses. In other words 1 we try to make him feel that 
he is a welcome manber of the ward group who ldll return to the community 
lihen he recovers. tt8 
Nuernberg wrote "The admission procedures---make it possible for the 
nurse to establish a warm relationship with the patient. His questions, 
comments, manner and appearance are all clues to his needs. A clear 
understanding of his total situation helps the nurse determire her general 
approach and the pace of the admission procedure. 11 9 
Render mentioned that "The main objectives in the admission procedure 
are to have the patient feel that the hospital is his protector and 
benefactor and to have the patient sense that he is among those who are 
interested in his welfare.nlO 
Sister Mary Paul Chrismer wrote "First impressions are lasting. Since 
the Admission Department is 1 as a rule, the first contact the patient has 
with the hospital it is vital that the experience be manorable for its 
warmth 1 congeniality and kindness. - - - - The admitting of patients 
should be more than a mere formality of> obtaining essential information 
and assigning to certain rooms. To serve its purpose properly and to 
justify its existence the admission Department should serve as the nerve 
I 
center of the hospital1 receiving and dispatching impulses which set in 11 
motion the entire machinery of the institution. - .. - - The chief responsi- :1 
II 
II 
bility of the Admission Department is to the patient, to engineer and direc~1 
8Kandler1 Harriet. 11 If You Ask Me." American Journal of Nursing October 1954 
P• 1233. 
9uuernberg, Dorothy. 11If You Ask Me." American Journal of Nursing October 
1954. pl 1233 . 
10Rander~ ijelen :W. · Nur~e -Patient Relationships in P~chiat;r New York 
McGraw-Hill ~ok Company 1947. . P• 91. 
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as it were, his professional and socioeconomic experiences throughout 
the hospital. - - - - In choosing personnel for the Admission Department 
we must be guided not only by quality of training and experience but 
above all by the natural characteristics which we associate with a pleas-
ing or charming personality; tact, gentle kindness, a willingness to be 
of service to others and yet, withal an unswerving firmness. - - The 
patient, the public, the staff and the world judge the hospital 
from those first contacts in the admitting office: let us ensure a 
favorable judgement by making our admitting department truly representative 
of the high ideals to which our hospital is dedicated. nll 
Sister Mary Paul's comments beggar further description and t~ 
verbalize the sentiments of the writer. 
llchrismer, Sister Mary Paul, "Open the Door to Good Will. 11 Modern 
Hospital. 68 February 1947. P• 77. 
10 
Philosophz 
Stanton and Schwartz in The Mental Hospital found that the institution 
could notice complimentary things about itself while it tended to overlook 
serious problems.l2 
Prior to the beginning of this study there was a complacent feeling 
at Webster Hospital that the Admission procedure was one area which went 
along smoothly and functioned according to standard, and that there were 
other routines which might more readily profit from close examination, 
but after doing a short study of admissions in a large general hospit,al, 
during field experience in a course on Nursing Administration at Boston 
University, the wri tar decided that nothing would be lost and improvanent 
of patient care migp t resu.l t from putting a spot ligp t on the patient's 
reception at the hospital. 
In keeping with this theory fifty admissions were observed and the 
incidents were presented in narrative form to Supervisor and Head Nurse 
groups for critical examination in the belief that these groups would 
more enthusiastical~ support any proposed changes if the,y had a part, in 
discovering the need for improvement, and in suggesting ways to eliminate 
any unsatisfactory factors. 
It was hoped that the results of the study of Admissions would be so 
helpful that interest in examining other aspects of hospital operation 
might be stimulated, in "an effort to appraise and improve rather than be 
defensive1113 about any shortcomings. 
i2stanton, A. H. and Schwartz, M. s., The Mental Hospital. New York 
Basic Books, Inc. 1954. P• lx. 
l3Ibid. P• ix. 
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CHAPT.ER II 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
Admission to a mental hospital can be a ver.y emotional experience for 
' the patient an~is family. The latter ''are usuaJ.ly reluctant to hospitalize 
one of their members. They fear what the neighbors will think, what the 
sick person may think, the effect it will have on the familY finances and 
prestige, and that the doctors may find family skeletons. - - - - the 
patient may be equallY perturbed about the •stigma' of being admitted to 
a mental hospital; or he may be too depressed or indifferent to care what 
happens next. 
Whatever may be the situation, the admission of the patient is generally 
a setting for a burst of conflicting emotions. The admission of a mental 
patient may not seem as dramatic as a siren-screeching, bell-clanging 
ambulance, unless the poor soul comes in via police car, but what it lacks 
in noise is more than counter-balanced in human pathos.1 " 
The Setting in Which the Problem Ex:ists 
The study took place in 1vebster Hospital, a tax supported 1.385 bed 
institution for the care of the mentally ill, situated in a small to~Tn in 
northeastern United States. The hospital had 24 wards, divided into Acute, 
Continued Treatment, Geriatric and Tuberculosis services which offered 
psychiatric treatment and care to residents of designated areas within a 
twenty mile radius. Kellogg I, Lincoln I and Talbot I were male wards. 
Allan I, Ogden I and Talbott II were female wards. Tuberculosis patients 
lingram, M. E., Principles of P~chiatric Nursing. Philadelphia: W. B. 
Saunders Company, 1949. p. 119. 
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were admitted to Talbot I and II, old, infirm patients to Lincoln I and 
Ogden I . Allan I and Kellogg I were general admission wards. 
Personnel 
At the beginning of the study the medical personnel consisted of six 
psychiatrists, one pathologist and one medical specialist. Tv.ro of t he 
psychiatrists had adm..i_nistrative duties. Of the other four, hro vv-ere 
assigned to the male and two to the female v.~rd service. One of the 
psychiatrists assigned to the male service was on a part time apnoirrtment. 
Each day in addition to regular duties one doctor was assigned to ad-
missions and night cell. Two psychiatrists were on military leave and 
there v.rere hm vacancies. On Wednesday afternoons three psychiatrists 
go to a neighboring city where they conduct an outpatient clinic, leaving 
only one doctor to interview patient 1 s visitors and to admit ne1-r patients. 
Of the 247 positions assigned to Nursing Service 27 vlere for registered 
nurses, nine of these were administrative or supervisory nurses, nine 
II 
I 
I 
head nurses and nine were vacant. There v-rere five attendant supervisors 
(male service); three psychiatric attendant nurses, 49 charge attendants; 
and 154 attendants, 18 of whom v.rere assigned to other departments and 
there v1ere 16 vacancies. Of the remaining 11 positions 3 were hydrother-
apists; 1 dental hygienist; 2 barbers; 5 special attendants, assigned to 
maintenance crews. 
All supervisors were general supervisors except the one assigned to 
Talbot (Tuberculosis Building). Day Supervisors relieved the Evening 
Supervisors for days off. F.uccept on Fridays, due to vacations and over-
lapping of days off only one supervisor covered the Female Service. The 
'I 
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female Hydrotherapist assisted her. (Hydrotherapy had been discontinued 
in 1953) . Late night supervisors were relieved by head nurses and charge 
attendants. 
During the months July through October, heavy vacation schedules and 
absences due to illness necessitated frequent changes of vTard personnel 
assignments. The combination vacancies , vacations and illnesses depleted 
the quantity as well as the quality of the nursing service. To make more 
effective use of personnel quotas and thus render improved service to 
patients was a goal set by the Joint Commission for the Improvement of 
Care of the Patient 2 which suggested that every hospital should start 
examining its service even if only on a small scale . Following this 
suggestion, vvebster Hospital Nursing Department iniated its campaign to 
improve the care to patients during admission. 
To put the problem in its proper focus the number and distribution of 
the admissions had to be determined. Between July 1, and October 15, 
there were lhl admissions, 69 males and 72 females. Of the males 47 
were admitted to Kellogg I; 17 to Lincoln I; and 5 to Talbot I. Of the 
females 60 were admitted to Allan I; 9 to Ogden I; 2 to Talbot II and one 
to Cooledge II. 
The ages of the newly admitted patients ranged from 16 to 97 years for 
men and 22 to 93 years for the women. The mean age for men was 52.9 and 
for \-J"Omen 54. 7. Forty-nine of the admissions, 35 per cent, vmre over 60 
years old. These patients in the geriatric span of live tend to beco~ 
2Joint Corrrrnission for the Improvement of Care of the Patient (American 
Hospital Association, American J'.1edical Association, American Nurses ' 
Association -National League for Nursing.) 
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permanent residents. They become gradually more helpless, and require 
much physical care , thus increasing the nursing load. 
Forty-tvm per cent of the admissions were received on Allan I and 
33 per cent on Kellogg I. Since these wards housed 26 and 31 patients 
respectively the turnover was rapid. The average length of stay was 10 
days. Almost before they had become oriented, new patients moved to other 
wards where they had to make new adjustments. The rapid change-over alse 
greatly influenced the problems of administration on the ward, the use of 
equipment and supplies, the number and kinds of treatments, the volume of 
reports and records, the assignment of personnel. Dur~g their first days 
in the hospital the behavior of the patients was unpredictable, some were 
acutely disturbed. This required staffing the l'Tard with experienced 
employees and at a higher ratio than is assigned to similar sized wards 
''There the turnover is less rapid. 
Six men and 9 women were "Regular Committments 11 ; 4 men and 11 v1om.en 
were committed on nobservationtt; 50 men and 46 women 1N"ere on ttTemnorary 
Care Conunitmenttt; 0 men and 3 women were nvoluntarytt; 9 men and 3 women 
were indicted persons, detained for observation . 3 
Ninety-six patients (68 per cent) were admitted on Temporary Care 
papers. These patients had to be examined; interviewed; have laboratory 
and X-ray tests; histories obtained or checked, and have observations of 
conduct made, all vvithin a ten day period. This put tremendous pressure 
on the Medical, Social Service, and allied departments as 1-rell as on the 
nursing personnel, to obtain and present pertinent-: facts to the staff 
3nescribed in State regulations. 
1.5 
conference at vrhich the decision is made either to discharge the patient 
or keep him for further observation and treatment. So much had to be done 
for the ne1.v patients, the short handed medical staff had little tirne for 
anythi ng else. 
The largest number of admissions, 32, occurred on Wednesdays. There 
were 24 on Thursdays, 22 on Mondays, 21 on Fridays, 13 on Saturdays and 
9 on Sundays. ~Vednesday was also Clinic Day, \orhen three doctors, the 
social •v-orke l~s and the clinical psychologist went to a distant town to 
interviev-r out-patients and to give counsel to those seeking psychiatric 
advice. This left one physician, to take care of emergencies, interview 
patients' relatives and admit patients! On Wednesdays the Supervisor's 
office , .. ras usually shorthanded, because tvro supervisors had 1.Vednesday 
for a regular day off, and during nine out of fifteen weeks there were 
t1·m supervisors on vacation. 
On Hondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays t he admissions ran be-
tween 20 and 24, so were not particularly signif icant. On week ends, the 
number of a dmissions was low, Saturday s 13 and Sundays 9. This 1>las fortun-
ate since the medical and nursing staff numbers -v.rere also low, on these days. 
The daily rate of admissions v-ras as follmvs: Twenty-nine days no 
admissions; 4.0 days one admission; 21 days ti-ro admissions; 8 days three 
admissi ons; 4 days four admissions; 2 days five admissions; and once seven 
admissions. 
The number of admissions per day •-ras important since it took an 
average of one and one-half hours to complete the admission routine. If a 
supervisor s pent 1 and one-half hours admitting a patient , the male super-
visors spent 103.5 hours, and the female supervisors spent 108 hours ad-
16 
mitting patients between July 1, and October 15. At the rate of hO hours 
per week, this would take the full time of 2 . 5 male supervisors and 2. 7 
femal e supervisors . When only one supervisor vras on duty, during an 
admission, the remainder of her service was without supervision, although 
she could be rea ched by phone, for directions or reports. 
During the 7 - 3 shift there were 68 admissions, 67 during the 3- 11 
shift and 6 from 11 - 7. Thirty-two (22 per cent) occurred between 11:00 A.M . 
and 1:00 P.M., and 28 (20 per cent) occurred between 4 :00P.M. and 
6:00 P.M. Forty-nine persons were admitted between 5: -- P. H. and 9:00 A. M. 
During meal hours and between 5:00P.M., and 8 :00 A.Ivl., the doctors had 
to come from home to admit the patient . 
Thirty-two admissions between 11:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. and 28 ad-
missions between 4:00 P.H. and 6:00 P.1·1., indicates that 42 per cent of 
admissions occur when the nursing load is greatest and the personnel 
complement the lmrest due to t he fact that the cafeteria and 1-rards have 
to be covered and the employees have to have time off for their own meals. 
\Vhen only one supervisor is on duty and a new patient arrives, the cafeteria 
and the rest of the service are left unsupervised. When an admission 
occurred it meant crowding 8 hours vrork into 6~ hours. 
missions, 1..7 per cent occur red during the 3 to 11 shif t. 
Sixty-seven ad-
Since the bulk 
of the nursing service reports -v,rere made out during this shift, the super-
visor 1-ras unable to write adequate notes or had to vmrk overtime t o do so. 
Eleven admissions occurred bet~ffien 9 and 11 P. M. On these occasions act-
ivities of the supervisor and the v-rard attendants were hurried in an effort 
to be finished before the change of shifts. vJhen they were unable to 
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accomplish this they expressed concern about not getting 11 off 11 on time 
or keeping their "riders" \'raiting. 
lS 
Direct Observations 
The second step in the study was to ascertain v-rhat actually t ook 
place when a patient was admitted to Webster hospital. Between July 1 
and October 15, 1954, fifty admissions were observed in detail and later 
analysed. 'l'o give the reader a better understanding of the analysis of 
the data seven of these admission reports are presented. 
!I 19 
Dr. Lambert - - - - -
Mrs. Bl ain- -
Hr . Blain -
Hrs. Dutton 
Mi ss White-
Mrs. Emery-
20 
Admission of Mrs. Blain 
List of Characters 
- Admitting physician 
- - Patient 
- - - - - - - Her husband 
- - - - - Supervisor 
- - - - - - Attendant - Allan I 
- Attendant - Allan I 
A black automobile stopped at the entrance to the Administration 
Building . A young v.roman got out and ran down the v-ralk tov-rard the s treet • 
. man jumped out of the car, ran after he r and grabbed her by the arm. 
He talked to her. The tvm turned to walk back and were joined by an 
older woman 11/ho had also been in the car. They entered the lobby just 
as Mrs. Dutton, the supervisor, left the treasurer's office. The man told 
the telephone operator that the young 1-roma.n was to be admitted. The 
operator informed Mrs. Dutton that there was a new patient. The older 
-vmman returned to the car. 
Mrs. Dutton went over to the group and recognizing the young -vmman 
as a former patient greeted her. 
Mrs. Dutton: "How are you, Mrs. Blain? 11 
Husband: 11She 1 s been upset for a fev.r days. 11 
Mrs. Blain: 11 I have not. 11 (starting for the door.) 
Mrs. Dutton and Mr. Blain, taking her by the arms, escorted her t o 
the admission off ice 1-rhere Nrs. Blain was seated in a chair by the desk 
1-1hile }ir. Blain sat by the door, Mrs. Dutton stand · nf! near him. Mrs~ Blain 
alternately '\i"alked about the room and sat i n the chair. She picked up an 
ash tray which was on the desk and emptied its contents into t he waste-
basket. 
Hr s. Blain: 11Ma I go to the bathroom?" 
Mrs. Dutton: 11Yes, come v.rith me. 11 She was taken dmm the corridor 
to the Women's room. They returned. 
Hrs • Blain: 11 II d like a drink of 1-rat e r. 11 
Mrs. Dutton •·rent to the \iiTomens room and r eturned vd.th wa.ter in an 
envelope type paper cup and handed it to }frs. Blain. Mrs. Blain had 
difficulty holding the cup but managed to drink the \•rat e r without spill-
ing it . 
!vir. Blain: "Nov-r, don 1t worry Honey. I'll pay all the bills . I 
got the money . 11 Aside to 1-frs. Dutton, "tve just bought a house and she t s 
worried about the bills. tve sunk every cent into it. 11 
(To the patient) 111' 11 get Harie to come d own from New York to look 
after Bernard." 
Mrs . Blain paid no outward attention to his remarks. 
Dr. Lambe1~ entered. 
Hrs . Dutton: "Dr. Lambert, this is Hrs. Blain. She v.ras a patient 
here a few years ago. This is her husband." 
Dr. Lambert: "vJhat is your trouble? Why did you come here?" 
l"Irs. Blain did not answer but got up and paced back and forth across 
the room. 
Mr. Blain: "She's been restless and excited. She hasn't slept 
for 3 or 4 nights~· " 
lifJ.rs. Blain: "I am not excited . I never get excited." (voice r.<?.ised. ) 
Dr. Lambert read the commitment papers, copied pertjnent informat ion 
on to the admission record, filled in the ward admission card which he 
handed to 1-frs. Dutton:, sayi ng , 11 Ta.ke her to Allen I. 11 
lvfrs. Dutton escorted Hrs. Blain do"\\rn the corridor, toward the 1.'fa r d. 
As they passed nea r the Medical Library Mrs. Bla in darted for the door but 
it was locked. 
Mrs. Dutton: "Come l•frs. Blain, let us go upstairs." 
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l1rs. Blain complied •d thout further incident. On the ward the patient 
was brought into the examination room where Hrs. Dutton introduced her 
to Hiss lfuite and Hrs. Emery, the attendants. 
Hrs. Dutton: 11Hrs. Blain, Hiss 1-Jhite v-Jill assist you to get undressed." 
:t-frs. Dutton turned to go into the adjoining office when Mrs. Blain 
suddenly seized a heavy glass ash tray which was on the end of the ex-
amination table and emptied the contents into the \<Taste basket, turned to 
the lavatory and washed the ash tray as the startled Miss \'lhite grabbed 
her hand and took the ash tray away from her. 
Hrs. Dutton took the ash tray and put it on top of a cabinet, out 
of reach. Mrs. Blain was undressed and given a hospital go-vm and robe. 
J.frs. Blain: 11 ~-fu.y I go to the bathroom." 
Mrs. Dutton: "What again 1 n She took Mrs. Blain to the toilet room. 
On returning to the examination room, Mrs. Blain was assist ed up on the 
examination table, where Mrs. Dutton looked he r over for scars , bruises, 
deformitie s etc. The patient's temperature, pulse and respiration were 
taken by Miss White. l.frs. Dutton went i il to the adjoining office to fill 
in the Admission records. ~lrs. Emery folded each article of clothing 
and placed them in a pillo-vr case. She -vrrote the patient 1 s name on a slip 
of paper, put that into the pillow case, tied and placed it on the floor 
in the corner of the office . 
Mrs. Dutton: (to 111:rs. Emery) "Her name is Hrs. Bl ain . Always 
address her as 1Hrs. 1 • Don't become too familiar v-rith patients. Later, 
"t<Then you know her better, you may call her by her f irst name, but never 
if she resents it." 
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lvJ:rs. Blain: "I don't understand this case." No one conunented on 
her remark. She cleared her throat. 1-'Iiss Hhite reached fo r an emesis 
basin but Hrs. Blain expectorated on to the floor. Miss 1rfuite wrinkled 
her brow but said nothing . 
His s V>Jhite: (alarm in her voice) 11Vfuat did she do with the keys? 
(medicine cabinet keys ) Oh , (relief) there they are". (in the cabinet 
door.) 
Mrs . Blain still had he r s ocks on. 
Hrs. Dutton: "Give her a pair of stockings . We have to take all her 
personal belongings to be marlced. 11 
Hrs. Balin: 11My I have a hankie." 
Mrs. Emery: 11You are going to have your admission ba.th novJ". 11 
The group left the Examination Room, Miss Vfuite and Mrs. Emery lead-
ing , follmved by Mrs. Blain and Mrs . Dutt on in the rear. As Mrs. Dutton 
locked the door, JI:Irs. Blain da rted for the day room, the group after her . 
V\fb.en Mrs. Dutt on rea.ched her she took her by the hand and quietly intro-
duced her to another patient 1vho i'Ias standing by the •·Iindow holding a cake 
of soap. Mrs. Blain seized the cake of soap and tried to put it into the 
other patient 's mouth. Mrs. Dutton took the soap from her and tried to 
make amends while Mrs. Blain rushe d t o the · ~iano at the other s ide of 
the room and sat down to pl y . She pl ayed well but rather loudly . She 
played sever al pieces , then suddenly banged down hard on the keys where-
upon Miss White and l1rs. Emery took her by the arms and urged her to go 
vlith them to the bat hroom. She went .-Iithout further delay. 
The bathroom was a small narrow room with a tub in the center of the 
floor. At the end of the room was a cabinet where utensils were kept. 
A chair >-ms near the end of the tub. A screen was placed around the foot 
of the tub near the door. The screen •~s draped with recently washed 
lingerie left there to dry. 
As Mrs. Blain entered the room she grabbed the lingerie. 
Mrs. Ein.er.y: "Oh, don't touch that. They belong to someone else, 
dear." 
Mrs. Blain dropped them on the floor. Mrs. Fmer.y picked them up, 
shook them and placed them back on the screen. 
The water was already drawn in the tub when the group entered the room. 
The tub was about half full. 
Mrs. Blain disrobed and got into the tub. 
Mrs . Blain: 110h, it's tod hot". (getting out of the tub.). 
Miss 1ofuite (putting cold water into the tub). "Our thermometer is 
broken. The water isn't too hot to the hand. It seems all right to the 
el bO'lrl nO'lrT • 11 
Mrs. Blain reentered the tub. She splashed the ;vater lvith her hands 
and face cloth. Mrs. Emery assisted her to get washed. 1~s. Dutt on came 
in to inspect her hair. 
Mrs. Dutton: "Her hair has been set recently. It doesn't need 
washing. Her nails look short enough." 
Mrs. Blain was taken from the tub, dried and dressed. 
Mrs. Blain: "My period is finished. Am I relieved." 
Miss 1<Jhite: 
Mrs. Blain 
"You're relieved." 
"I was worried." 
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].1iss \Vhite: "About what? " (no answer) 
r1rs • Blain: "Frank left me to take care of Bernard, I can't testify 
against him. 11 (looking off into space, paying no attention t o Hrs. \Vhite 
who was adjusting her robe. 
Hrs. Blain was brought to the day room where she sat for a while 
watching television. 
Hiss ~vbite went to the office. She made the following notation on 
Mrs. Blain's record: 
"Admitted at 10:30 A.N:., age 32, Catholic, No driver's license. , 
- I 
Routine admission care gi~en. Patient restless, overactive and mischievous. ~ ' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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Dr. Crane - -
Hrs . Goodman- -
Court Officer -
f'lrs. Irving 
Hiss Jordan - -
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Admissi on of Mrs. Goodman 
List of Characters 
- - -Admitting Physician 
- - -Patient 
- - - - - - Supervisor 
-Charge Attend~Dt on Allan I 
Hrs. Irving, the supervisor, 1-vas heading for the administration 
building l'rhen she 1·ras surrunoned to the admission office . As she neared 
the off ice , she could h e.ar a woman CI"""fing, 11 I want to go home . ·when is my 
hus band coming? 11 
Court Officer : 11 He 1l l be here . 11 
Pa.tient: 11When, ;v-hen? You shouldn't have brought me here. 11 
Hrs . Irving : 11 The doctor vril l be here in a fev.r m:i..nutes. 11 
Patient : "The doctor! I don 1 t want any doctor . I vmnt t o go home 
wit h my husband. 11 
1-frs. Irving : "The doctor •rrill try to help you." 
Patient : "Don' t give me any of the sob stuff . I don ' t need any h elp. 
I v.rant to go home. 11 
Dr. Crane entered. The court officer handed him the committment papers 
and stated his name and that of the matron and left. The patient i-'.'ho had 
been sitting in a chair by the desk, a r ose and attempted to go ,,rith the 
court attendants. Hrs. Irving blocked her exit . Dr. Crane assisted Hrs. 
Irving to return the patient to the chair. 
Dr. Crane: "I'd like to ask you a fev.r questions , dear . II 
Patient: 11 Don 1t dear me. I'm not ansi<Tering any questions. lihy am 
I here? Ans>v-er that. Why, 'ifuy, VJhy? (her voice rising all the 1-·1hile) 
I'm not staying here . I want to go home . 11 - lurched tm·.rard the door , t hen 
paced back and forth behind the desk - 11Let me go home . lfuo sent me here? " 
Dr. Crane: 11The cotiTt . 11 
Patient : 11 They can 1 t do this to me - "V•lhy? 1'-Jhy? 11 
Dr. Crane: 111ife don ' t lmoN. You tell us. 11 
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Patient: 11 I 1m not telling anything ." 
Hrs . Irving put her hand gently on the patient ' s shoulder . 
Patient ; : "Don't put your hands on me . I'm not c razy." 
Hrs. Irving : 11vle •·Jill try to help you . Vie are your friends." 
Patient: "There 1 s nothing v.rrong 1·Jith me. I don 1 t need you r help . 
I'm vlaiting for my husband to come and take me home." 
Dr. Creme: 11Y ou have to wait upstairs. n 11 Are you Sally Goodma..11? " 
Pati ent : 11 That nmst be another Sally Goodman . They have me mixed 
up 1rith her . 11 
Dr. Crane : "Go "l'r.it h the nurse. 11 
Nrs. Goodman: 11No, I'm i'l"aitinP; for my husband to come and get me .n 
Hrs . Irving called the male suoervisor and asked him to send assistance 
to the A&Rtssion Office. A male supervisor and a male attendant came . 
Hrs . Goodman refused to go t o the ward . 
i'·irs . Irvin c: : 11Pleas e come along ·Hith us Hrs . Goodman . 11 
11rs . Goodman : 
Ers . Irving : 
to come 1d.th us . 
"No, 
11l<frs . 
It 1·d.ll 
I' 11 1o1ait 
Goodman , 
be much 
here . I \vant to go home . 11 
please come along quietly. 
easi er for you if you came 
You are 
quietly." 
going 
:Hrs . Goodman : 11'i'lell don' t give me any needles . They 1ril l make me 
crazy . Don 1 t touch me, I' 11 1..ralk, don 1 t touch me . They t ook me for some-
one else, I was neve:!.~ at -----------ctate O S '! c>.J. . There 1 s another 
Se.lly. T e-;r too -:: me by m.i.stal:e . Don 1 t hold my arm. Don 1 t mal<e a 
s pectacle of me. " 
Hrs . IrvL"lg : 11\IJ'ell come along and don 1 t you make a spectable of 
yoursel f." 
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Mrs. Goodman went along without a struggle but kept protesting that 
she didn't need to be here. On the Ward she cried and wailed . "I can't 
stay here , I'll be crazy." 
1-Irs. Irving: "Sally ------. 11 
Mrs. Goodman: "Don't Sall y me. Don't give me any needles or shock 
treat ments." 
Mrs. Irving: "Please undress, we have to get your clothes marked with 
your name ." 
Mrs. Goodman: (wringing her hands) "They can't do this to me. I 
was so smart. I never would have been home if I had known. I thought I 
was smart but I'm the fool. They are the smart ones. 11 started to undress--
" I have all my personal things, no one can take them. Will you guard them 
so my husband and in.,laws can't get them. All I want is support. Wj_ll 
my personals be safe here." 
Mrs. Irving: "Your valuables will be placed in the hospital safe." 
Mrs. Goodman: "They told me lies. Will you be honest with me? I'm 
not crazy. Do you think I'm crazy?" 
Mrs. Irving: "You will have your chance to prove whether you a re 
or not. If you are not, we won't keep you here. Try to calm down now and 
show us that you are all right. Miss Jordan will help you." 
Mrs. Goodman: "You'd be upset too if someone dragged you out of' your 
house. \"fill you count my money." 
Miss Jordan: "We'll count your money in your presence and then you 
can sign the slip stating that the amount is correct. 11 
Mrs. Goodman: "Those neighbors, they are awful. They complained to 
the police because I gave food to their children and when I stopped they 
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complained." She undressed as she talked. Next to her person she had an 
apron which contained several pockets in '~ich were pinn~d several hundred 
dollars in money, bank books, mortgage papers, deeds to property, etc. 
Her clothing was mussed and damp with perspiration, her feet were dirty. 
There were several large ecchymosed areas on her arms and hands. As she 
got on the scale to be w·eighed she leaned over and hugged Hiss Jordan. 
Mrs. Goodman: "I think I can trust you. You won't let my in-laws 
steal my things will you? All I want is support; I'm generous, I give to 
everybody, the 'l~rch of Dimes', the Red Cross, the Jewish Relief. Don't 
give me any needles, needles make me crazy." She kissed Hiss Jordan 
and began to sob. 
Miss Jordan: 11You 1ll have a bath now and you'll feel better. 11 
Mrs. Goodman: 11 I had a bath. I'm clean. n 
Hiss Jordan: 
ing a bath." 
"Yes, but it's a hot day. You'll feel better for hav-
Mrs. Goodman: "I don't need a bath. I had one." 
}1i.ss Jordan: "Your feet are dirty. Do you go barefooted?" 
Mrs. Goodman: 11Yes, some." 
Hiss Jordan: "It 1 s a rule -- you must have a bath no\v. 11 They went 
to the bathroom. As the .-ater was bei.'"lg drawn, Mrs. Goodman tested it's 
temperature with her hand. 
Miss Jordan: "Is it too hot?" 
Mrs. Goodman: '!I: don't want it too hot. II 
Hiss Jordan: "It1 s not too hot. II 
Mrs. Goodman: 111 111 wait till the \vater is all in, a.nd then I 'll get 
in , O. K.?" She got into t he t ub and began \vashing herself. 
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Miss 
Hrs. 
1-liss 
Mrs. 
Jordan: 
Goodman: 
Jordan: 
Goodman: 
"I'm going to shampoo your hair. 11 
11Do you have to?•• 
11Yes, we always give a shampoo to new patients." 
110h, don't put hot 1vater on me." 
"It 1 s hot hot." 11Put your hand in the pitcher and 
feel it. You have pretty hair. Is it naturally curley? Aren't you 
luclcy', you don't have to bother l'.r:i.th permanents." 
Miss Jordan: 
When the bath was finished, Mrs. Goodman was dressed in a hospital 
gotm and robe and given slippers. On the 111ay to the day room she stopped 
off at the l·Tard office to sign for her valuables. 
Miss Jordan: "I'll introduce you to the ladies in the Day Room. 
~..rs. Goodman: "No, I don 1 t 111ant to be introduced." 
Miss Jordan: "You may watch T. V. 11 
Mrs. Goodman: "I don't want to. Haven't you any books?" 
Miss Jordan: "Here 1 s a newspaper." 
Hrs. Goodman: "O.K. I'll sit and read while I try to think;." 
Miss Jordan returned to the ward office and put Mrs. Goodman 1 s cloth-
ing into a pillow case. Then she started to make out the clinical record. 
The notation was as follol-15: "Admitted to \'lard at 1:45 P.M. Ambulatory, 
accompanied by Mrs. Irving, assisted by male supervisor and an attendant. 
Vaccination scar. Ecchymosis on arms and knuckles. Report submitted. 
Body clean, feet dirty. Hair and scalp clean. Routine care given. 
Height------ Weight------. Sitting in day hall. Cooperative to care." 
On reverse side of the record under "Nurse's ti@tes 11 was written 11overtalk-
ative, oriented, suspicious. 11 
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Admission of Mr. Barton 
List of Characters 
Dr. Wilson - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Admitting physician 
Mr. Barton - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Patient 
Mr. Sands- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Supervisor 
l·fr. lfa.son- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Att endMt - Kellogg I 
I 
I 
-------
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II 
Dr. Wilson had finished intervie\'dng a new patient when Hr. Sands, 
the Supervisor, entered the Admission Room. 
Dr. Wilson: "Hallow Mr. Sands! This is Mr. James Barton. Take 
him to Kellogg I". 
J.lr. Sands, escorted Mr. James Barton to Ward Kellogg I, where they 
went inunediately into the Examination Room. It was a cloudy, chilly 
day. The two windows in the room were open. Between the windov1s was a 
utility table, at eit;her.·end of which was a chair, directly beneath the 
windmofS. The exanunation table was across the room near the opposite wall. 
Hr. Mason, attendant, entered. 
Mr. Sands: "Jim, this is Mr. Mason, the attendant on this ~rd. 
Now empty your pockets, please. We want your pocket-knife, money, and 
any other valuables you have. 11 
Mr. Barton: 11 I haven 1 t any lmif e. " 
Mr. Sands took the patient 1 s coat and went through the pockets, . 
bringing forth several odd military buttons and insignia, some ooins, a 
rabbit foot charm, a pocket-lmife and two packs of cigaretts. 
Mr. Sands: "I thought you said you didn't have a pocket-knife?'' 
Mr. Barton: 110h, did I have a pocket knife? Don't take my cigar~ 
ettes. 11 
Mr. Sands: "Sit here, (by the open window) take the rest of your 
clothing off." 
Mr. Barton's clothing was very dirty. His undervest and trunks were 
in tatters. His shoes had holes in the sole. The toes were out of the 
socks. His hair had grown down over his shirt c~ll r . He had a wr:i.st 
watch and three rings. Hr. Mason attempted to take the rings off. 
- ------== -..,-.- - - - -
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Hr. Barton: 
Mr. Sands: 
in the safe." 
"That hurts. Let me do it myself." He was allm•red to. 
"We'd like to have your watch. We 'll put your valuables 
Mr. Barton: "Oh, that 1 s good. They'll be safe there." 
He shuddered a little, even through the dirt "goose pimples 11 were 
visible. 
Mr. Sands: "As soon as I check him for sears and deforn_dties, 
you'd better cover him, Mason. 11 
l4r. :V..a.son went to the linen room for pajamas and a robe. 
Mr. Barton had several large scars on his right side. 
l-4".r. Sands: "How did you get those scars, Jim?" 
Mr. Barton: · "I stood too close to the fireplace and my clothes 
caught fire. I was sick a long time. You look like the fellow who 
took care of me l>lhen I was in the T. B. hospital." 
lvlr. Sands: "You were a patient in a T. B. hospital? When?" 
Mr. Barton: ''Oh, several years ago. I got well and they let me 
go home." 
Hr. Mason put Mr. Barton on the scale where he was measured and 
weighed. Then he gave him pajamas and socks and took him over to the 
examination table l'.rhere he took his temperature, pulse and respiration. 
Meanwhile, Mr. Sands made out the admission records and listed the 
valuables. 
Mr. Sands: "This underwear isn't \oJ"orth keeping . It will have to 
be discarded. Take him do'Wn and give him a good bath. He's very dirty." 
:Hr. Mason and ~!r. Barton headed for the bathroom. Shortly afterward 
Mr. Mason returned to the Examination Room. 
Mr. ~.a.son: "He didn't seem to have any vermin on him. I told 
Watson (attendant) to give him a good bath." 
Mr. Sands went to the bathroom to check on the bath. Attendant Watson 
was in the doorway, his buttocks resting on one side, his a:nns and feet bra-
ced against the other, his head resting on his arms and his face directly 
toward the day hall. As Mr. Sands approached he moved and went into the 
tub room. Mr. Sands returned with the patient. He brought him to the 
day room where most of the patients were watching a ball game on television. 
1-lr. Sands: "Fellows, this Mr. James Barton. He is going to stay 
with us for a while." 
The other patients looked up. Several of them greeted him. Jim 
smiled at them.' 
Mr. Barton: "May I look at Television'?" 
l>lr. Sands : "Sure thing." 
I. 
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Dr. Wilson - - - - - - -
l>l:r. Gorham (older man) 
Mrs. Gorham- - - - -
Young man--
Mr. Corwin -
Mrs. Bro11m -
Mr. Mason- - -·-
' 
Admission of Mr. C":rerham 
List of Characters 
-----=--
- - - - - Admitting Physician 
--Patient 
- His wife 
- - Mr. Gorham• s son 
- - - - - - Supervisor 
- - Nurse (passing by) 
- - Attendant on Kellogg I 
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Shortly after noon Mr. Corwin, the Supervisor, came to the Admission 
Room where a smartly dressed middle aged woman and a young man sat near 
the door while a short, stout, bald headed man, with his head bent and 
his hands up to his face, sat in the chair by the desk. There '\-tas a 
surgical dressing on the top of his head. 
As the supervisor entered the room, the woman and young man glanced 
at him inquiringly, the older man did not look up. 
Mr. Corwin: "My name is Corwin. I'm a supervisor. The doctor 
is at home for lunch. He 1 ll be over shortly. 11 
Older man: "Oh, if only I had not done it. 11 
Woman (patting him on the knee): "There, there, dear, everything will 1 
be all right. You got better before. They will help you here. 11 
Y oung man: 11We should have brought you sooner." 
Dr. Wilson arrived and 1-ir. Corwin introduced him to the group. 
Dr. Wilson: "What is your name? (pause) \•1hat 1 s your trouble?" 
Older :t-lan: (voice barely audible) "I'm John Gorham. I'm worried." 
Dr. Wilson: "You are worried?" 
Mr. Gorham: "Yes, .· I have a little business and my partner and I 
have differences of opinion and I'm afraid we will not do all right." 
Dr. \'lilson: 11Does anything else bother you? 11 
l-1r. Gorham: "Well we just bought a new house." 
Dr. Wilson: 11You -are worried about that, too, eh? Were you ever 
depressed or blue before?" 
Mr. Gorham: 11Yes., about a year ago, I spent a month at 
(private hospital). They gave me a couple of shock treatments and I 
felt better." ~--
--=- =--#::... - -=-~----
Dr. Wilson: 11 I see. Well, we will study your case and try to get 
you well again." Your folks may visit you on Wednesday and Saturday, 
2 to 4 and on Sunday, 9 to ll and 2 to 4. Bid your folks 'good by' now 
then Mr. Corwin will take you to the ward. I'd like to have a talk with 
Mrs. C'.r0rham before she leaves. 11 
After the farewells Mr. Corwin, escorted Mr. Gorham to Kellogg I. 
They walked slowly. 
Mr. Gorham: 110h, I feel awful. Why did I do such a thing." 
lv!rs. Brown: (a nurse passing along the corridor) 110h, what happened 
to your head?" 
Hr. Gorham: "I tried to har.g myself. The rope broke and I landed 
on my head. 11 
Mrs. Bro1m: 110h, you didn't." 
Mr. Gorham: 11Yes, I did, Oh, why did I do such a thing." 
Mrs. Brmm (aside to Mr. Corwin): "Oh, am I glad you're here, I 
shouldn't have said that. It just slipped out. I'm glad no attendant 
heard me." 
In the Examination · Room, lvir. Corwin started to undress 1-!r. Gorham. 
l"lr. Gorham: 11My shoulder hurts. 11 
Mr. Coi"\dn: 11\'fuich arm is the sore one? I' 11 be careful. Take 
your underwear off and stand on the scale. Now sit here. 11 (windows open, 
patient unrobed.) Mr. C~rham's face was flushed, a deeper red mark 
encircled his neck, his eyes were engorged. There were several old scars 
on his arms, and a few which had only recently healed. 
His body and clothing were clean • 
. } . 
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He was given pajamas and socks and his temperature, pulse and 
respirat i on taken. His clothing was listed, folded and placed on a chair. 
His money and papers were checked and listed. 
11r. Corwin: "Have you had dinner?" 
Mr. Gorham: "No, I don't feel like eating." 
Mr. Corwin to Mr. :Mason: "Give hi.rn some egg nog and get a room 
ready for him. (aside) Just put a mattress on the floor. He 1s suicidal. 
Keep an eye on him. 
Mr. Gorham was brought to the day room but he preferred to walk in 
the corridor. He was allowed ·to do this. He could be watched more 
cl osely there. The mattress was placed on the floor. It was made up with 
sheets and blankets like a regular bed. 
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Dr. Barrows - - -
Mrs. Buckley- - -
Police Officer- -
Mrs. Irving - - -
Mrs. Stevens- -
Mrs. Scott- - - -
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Admission of Mrs. Buckley 
List of Characters 
- - - - - - - -Admitting Physician 
- - -Patient 
- - - - - - -Supervisor 
- - - - -Nurse - assistant supervisor 
- - -Attendant on Allan I 
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When Mrs. Irving answered the phone she heard "There's a n~w female 
patient." As she passed the elevator; it's door opened and out stepped two 
policemen and a fashionably dressed woman about 65 years of age, followed 
by a police matron. The matron handed I•Irs. Irving a cane saying "She 
wields that - so be careful. She struck the officer over the head ;dth 
it. 11 Dr. Barrows entered the admission room. "I'm Dr. Barrows. What 
is your name?" 
Police Officer: "She doesn't seem to hear well and she uses that cane 
to the unhappiness of those around her. She has a hearing aid, but it 
seems to be out of order." 
Dr. Barrows adjusted the hearing a.id mechanism and discovered that 
the ear piece was not connected. He fixed it but it did not help w1ch. 
Mrs. Buckley: (appeared to be answering voices) "Yes, I'm dmm 
stairs. 11 - to the doctor - "Someone is calling my name. Why was I brought 
here?" 
Dr. Barrows: "You tell me." 
Mrs. Buckley: "I don't know. They pushed and forced me into a 
car. 11 -appeared to listen "Yes" (answering voices) 
The phone rang.. The supervisor answered and engaged in conversation 
about a ward problem. 
Dr. Barrows: (to Supervisor) "How is this going to be corrected? 11 
Mrs. Irving: "Corrected? I don't understand?" 11 
Dr. Barrows : "How are you going to get the operators to refrain 
from interrupting the Admission to talk about other problems ·:- This goes 
on all the time." 
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I-1rs. Irving: "Well, it's very difficult, 1'lhen there's only one 
supervisor on. Things can't always 't•rait till we are finished here. 11 
Dr. Barrows : (to Mrs. Buckley) "Why were you at the police 
station?" 
Mrs. Buckley: "My son 1 s home from the Naval Hospital. The mayor 
had the police stop the car and take my boy. That is the only way he 
could get at me. He is bothering me. He's getting at me through my boy." 
Dr. Barrows : "How?" 
Mrs. Buckley: 11Hm-; does a man bother a woman? What does a man 
want a woman for" - (with eyes focused on the ceiling--apparently 
answering voices) "Where?" In church?" (to doctor) "Why was I brought 
here?" 
Dr. Barrows : "The police think you are crazy." 
Mrs. Bucr..ley: "Do you think I'm crazy?" 
Dr. Barrow·s : "What do you think?" 
Mrs. Buckley: "You can't prove I'm crazy. I want to go home.," 
Dr. Barrows : "You can't go, you have to stay here." 
l~rs. Buckley: "I knol'I my constitutional rights! I am not staying 
here." 
Dr. Barrows : "Yes, you are. ""We will keep you. 11 
Mrs. Buckley: "Call my doctor. If I have to be in a hospital, 
I'll go to the Mass. General or to the Brigham. I won't stay here." 
Mrs. Irving asked the male supervisor to assist in taking her to the ward. 
Dr. Barrows : (to Mrs. Irving) "Take her to Allan I. 11 
l-1rs. Irving: 11 Come with me." 
I' 
'I 
Mrs. Buckley: 
such treatment. 11 
Dr. Barrows: 
Mrs. Buckley: 
Dr. Barrows : 
Hrs. Buckley: 
Dr. Barrm-rs : 
Mrs. Buckley: 
Dr. Barrows : 
Mrs. Buckley: 
comes." 
Mrs. Stevens: 
College?" 
l.frs. Buckley: 
}~Irs. Stevens: 
Mrs. Buckley: 
Mrs. Stevens: 
11A woman of my education should not be subjected to 
"Hm-t far did you go in school?" 
"I went to coliege in ~'lashington. 11 
11In Washington State?" 
1 
"No, in ~vashington." 
"Washington University is in l-ussouri. 11 
"No, no, I went in 1-Iashington, to a girl 1 s college. 11 
I 
110h, what was the name of t,he college?" 
"I want to go home. I wort 't stir until rrry doctor 
(a nurse who came to assist) "Did you attend-··--- --
"Yes." 
"Did you also attend-------Academy?" 
"Yes." (smiling) 
"So did I, let's talk about it upstairs." 
~lrs. Buckley went willingly. 
Dr. Barrows : "Let her stay in the Day Room awhile, before you 
undress her so she "'von 1 t get upset. " 
She was placed in a wheelchair and taken to the ward. Along the way 
she chatted about teachers she had at ------Academy, and wondered if any 
of th~n were still alive. Occasionally she mentioned that the mayor 
wished to kidnap her for immoral purposes, and that she just had to get 
away from here. When she seemed to get upset Mrs. Stevens would ask her 
if she recalled still another teacher and she would again converse about 
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her school days. She was taken to the ward office after a visit to the 
11 powder room. 11 
1-hle help arrived. Mrs. Irving: "Great help you are. l'le don' t 
need you now. 11 The men returned to the Male Service. : 
1-Irs. Irving: "1-frs. Buckley, you will have to undress and put on 
a hospital gown and robe. We want to get your clothes marked so they 
won't get lost." 
Mrs. Buckley: "No, I want to wait a while. I' 11 sit here. 11 
(to Mrs. Stevens) 11 Do you know Mrs.-----? She was in my class." 
Mrs. Stevens: "She was President of the Alumnae a. while bac k. n 
Mrs. Buckley: "I don't hear well. Is my doctor coming here to see 
me? 11 
Hrs. Stevens: "Not this afternoon. Take your wraps off, you'll 
feel more comfortable. It's hot here. 11 
Mrs. Buckley: "I can't hear. I don't understand." 
l-1rs. Stevens wrote a note to her explaining that the nurses would 
soon have to go off duty and that they had to get her examined and her 
clothing and valuables listed before they went. Mrs. Buckley undressed 
but would not give up her jewelry, nor her handbag. There was more note 
writing . It was explained that her valuables might get lost or stolen 
unless t hey vrere placed in the safe. She relunctantly complied. She 
opened her purse and counted her money then turned it over to the nurse, 
and signed for it. She was measured and weight and temperature taken. 
She was inspected for marks and bruises. 
Mrs. Irving : "Come to the bathroom. We'll give you a bath and 
you'll feel refreshed." 
-=--=-+-- -- =-=~'--===-=--- ---
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Mrs. Buckley: "Not now, after supper, 1111 take one - a sponge bath. 
I can 1 t get into a tub on account of my lmees. They bother me awfully. " 
Mrs. Irving : "Well, you'll have to have a bath before you go to 
bed. Come and 1111 introduce you to the other •.-romen and you can watch T.V." 
Introductions were made and Mrs. Buckley sat quietly v-ratching T.V. 
Mrs. Irving: (to ¥~s. Scott, attendant, who just arrived for the 
afternoon shift) "This is Mrs. Buckley, she has just been admitted. She 
is very hard of hearing. She has a hearing aid but it doesn't work right 
at the moment. She is difficult to handle but if you are tactful with her 
she seems to cooperate. She hasn't had a bath yet. She has difficulty 
getting iJ:lto a tub. Her Imees are stiff. You may have to give her a bed 
bath' but be sure she gets a good scrubbing . Her feet look as if they could 
stand a soaking . Her hair looks O.K. You could fine comb it just to be 
sure." (to Mrs. Stevens) "If you weren't herf, I wouldn't have taken so 
long to admit her. I still have my reports to do and it's already after 
3:00 o'clock." 
Mrs. Stevens: 11Well, Dr. Barrows asked us not to rush her and this 
way s he didn't become too upset. Ordinarily, I wouldn't have taken this 
much ti:ne, either. 11 
Urs. Buckley was given a bed bath. She made a good adjustment to 
the -ward and gave no further trouble. 
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Admissions of Jvir. Smith 
List of Characters 
Dr. Anderson- - - - - - - - - - -Admitting Physician 
Mr. Smith - - - - - - - - -Patient 
Mr. Thomas- - - - - - - - -Supervisor 
Mr. Cotton- - - - - - - - - - - -Attendant on Kellogg I 
Hrs. Gr..ey - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Head Nurse on Kellogg I 
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Supervisor, Mr. Thomas, entered admission office - Dr. Anderson , 
seated at the desk and Police Officer and sup9osed patient seated in chairs. 
Dr. Anderson: nodding to Police Officer, "You may go now." 
Police Officer: to patient - "O.K. Ned, I'll come back and pick you 
up later on." 
Hr. Smith: "Don't forget, that's all." 
Dr. Anderson: 11Did anyone in your fam.:i..ly ever have mental disease?" 
Hr. Smith: 11No. 11 
Dr. Anderson: "Why did you burn your car?" 
11r. Smith: "It wasn't running good." 
Dr. Anderson: "Where did you burn it?" 
Mr. Smith: "On the edge of the Town dump.n 
Dr. Anderson: "Where did you come from?" 
~ir. Smith: "Now? Well, from Court." 
Dr. Anderson: 11\'fuy do you suppose the court sent you here?" 
Mr. Smith: "To find out if I am crazy. 11 
Dr. Anderson: "Are you?" 
Mr. Smith: 11 No. 11 
Dr. Anderson: "'Vfuat kind of job have you? 11 
Mr. Smith: 11None." 
Dr. Anderson: "Married, and no job, how long since you have 1·mrked? 11 
Mr. Smith: "Nine months.'l 
Dr. Anderson: "What keeps you?" 
Mr. Smith: "I have 100 percent disability. 11 
Dr. Anderson: "l'fuat for?" 
Mr. Smith: "Frozen." 
Dr. Anderson: "Where in World War Two, or the Korean lriar? 11 
Mr. Smith: "Korean." 
Dr. Anderson: "Did the coming divorce action of your wife make you 
mad· ·"?" 
Mr. Smith: "Oh sure. 11 
Dr. Anderson: "Mad enough to burn your car?" 
Mr. Smith: "No, I did that because it got me tee 1d off, it 
wasn't running good. 11 
Dr. Anderson: "Tell me more about the burning of the car, in detail." 
l-1r. Smith: "vlell, I drove it to the edge of the dump and set fire 
to it." 
Dr. Anderson: 
Mr. Smith: 
Dr. Anderson: 
Mr. Smith: 
Dr. Anderson: 
Mr. Smith: 
"And it exploded and set you afire? 11 
"Yes." 
"Then what? 11 
"I went to the police and told them -vmat I did." 
11 And they arrested yoti? 11 
"No they took me to Johnstown Veteran's Hospital -
I signed myself in there - I was there once before, you know. Also, I 
have been a patient at Langly Veteran's Hospital." 
Dr. Anderson: "You were?" 
11r. Smith: "Yes, I signed myself in and I signed myself out of 
Johnstown Hospital, because I wanted to get home and pay some bills." 
Dr. Anderson: "They treated your burns there at Johnstown?" 
Mr. Smith: "Yes, I still have some swelling in the right hand." 
Dr. Anderson: "Your hair is all singed too." 
Mr. Smith: 11Yes. 11 
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Dr. Anderson: "Now then how did you arrive here?" 
Mr. Smith: "Well, the police arrested me when I got back home and 
took me to court. rr 
Dr. Anderson: "Then to here today?rr 
Mr. Smith: "Yes." · 
Dr. Anderson: "I'll do a physical on you no\"r. 11 (Writes out ward card.) 
(Hands to l4r. Thomas.) 
Mr. -Thomas: reads patient's name from card, rrAll right, Ned, we are 
going to have you undress and check your clothes and valuables. 11 
Patient started to undress. 
Hr. Smith: "I just had a physical examination at Johnstown. 
Hr. Thomas: 11Yes, but you will have it repeated here, it 1 s 
routine in most hospitals.rr 
Patient was examined for sears - (accident report on recent burn 
scars of hands and face. Patient has a loss offtexion of all fingers 
including thumb of right hand., This arm hangs limp at his side. ) 
Hr. Thomas: "Do you use this hand and arm O.K., Ned? 11 
Mr. Smith: "Oh yes, it is usuall y O.K., just the burns are sore. 
I take Priscoline tablets for the circulation of my body. 11 rrThis is what 
the frozen deal of the Army did for me. 11 
Patient was weighed and height and temperature taken. 
Mr. Cotton, attendant, entered and was introduced to patient, 
then said: Now Ned, Mr. Thomas has a list of your clothes and valuables, 
will you sign for them? 
Hr. Smith: "Sure." 
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Mr. Thomas: 11We will go up to the ward now. 11 
Mr. Smith: 11 Is this place like the Veteran's Hospital?" 
Mr. Thomas: "I should say yes, to that question, Ned, probably 
this hospital is not as large. 11 
Hr. Smith: 
Mr. Thomas: 
"Does the doctor think I was trying to commit suicide? 11 
rtDr. Anderson didn't say anything about suicide, so 
I hardly think he feels you were." 
Mr. Smith: 
!vir. Thomas : 
"I didn't have dinner to-day yet!" 
"We'll get you something to eat." 
Mr. Thomas: as they entered the >'lard, "Here is Nurse Grey, 
Nurse Grey, I want you to meet Ned Smith. He is going ·to stay with us 
awhile." 
I'lfr. Smith: "Do you \'Tork here every day?" 
Nurse Grey: "Yes, I do. Now Ned, do you want me to get you some 
cigarettes before r-l:r. Thomas turns all your change into the office?rt 
lvlr. Smith: 11Yes, vmy don 1 t you get me three packs? 11 
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Cotton took the patient into shower room. 
Hr. Smith: 
Hr. Thomas: 
"I am clean now, I took a bath before I came here." 
"Well, Ned, w·e are going to have you take another 
bath here. 11 Patient steps into tub. 
Hr. Thomas helped patient so he vmuld not need to vret his head, face, 
or hands. After the bath, patient was given bath robe and pajamas and 
introduced to ward patients. He then had his dinner and seemed settled 
to stay. 
Mr. Thomas returned to ward office, completed accident report and 
admission papers. NWrse Grey signed all papers and then Mr. Thomas left 
the vrard. 
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Dr. vlills-
Admission of Mrs. White 
List of ~haracters 
Mrs. vfuite - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Admitting Physician 
Patient 
Mr, White- - Her husband 
1-Iiss Carron- - Supervisor 
l'lrs. Brmom - - - Supervisor 
Mrs. Duncan- - - Supervisor 
Mrs. Noonan- - Attendant on Allan I 
Mrs. King- - - - Charge Attendant on Allan I 
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At 11:20 A.M., a telephone call was received at the Supervisor's 
office that a female patient was to be admitted. The patient was brought 
into the admission office at 11:25 in a wheel chair by a supervisor, 
Hiss Carron. The patient l-Tas accompanied by her husbnad. 
Dr. Hills: "Hello, I'm Doctor Wills. vJhat is your name?" 
Patient : "Margaret \llhite." 
Dr. lrvills: addressing husband "Do you have a paper with you?" 
Mr. ~lhite: "Yes." 
Dr. Wills: to husband 111'\Ton't you have a seat? You live where?" 
Mr. V·lhite: "Glendale" 
Doctor to Supervisor: "Is that in our District?" 
Miss Carron: "Yes, it is near Johnstown. 11 
Dr. Wills: to patient: "What is your maiden name?" 
l1rs • 'It ./hit e : 
Dr. \tJills: 
ans\"rered. 
Dr. 'li'!ills: 
Mrs • \'fui t e : 
Dr. ~Tills: 
Hrs. ~Vhite: 
Dr. \•fills : 
Mrs. White: 
Dr. \•Tills : 
Mrs. vlhite: 
Dr. Wills: 
Mrs • 1-'Jhi t e: 
"Shaw." 
"Your address?" Patient started to cry and husband 
"Hol-T old are you, l.fu.rga.ret? 11 
11Thirty-five." 
"Ho't>T many children? 11 
11Yes. 11 
"Do you \<rork?" 
11Yes." 
"What kind?" 
"Sort of inspector - count pieces for textile mill. 11 
"Are you Protestant or Catholic?" 
"Catholic. 11 
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Dr. \1Jills : "How far did you go in school? 11 
Mrs. ~Ihite: 11Sophmore - first year high? I don't lmov1 vrhat they 
call it nmr, but it was then eight and nine grades. 11 (slow scanning 
speech.) 
Dr. Wills: 
Hrs. wb:ite: 
Dr. ~!ills: 
Dr. Wills: 
Mrs. rJhite: 
get my ;.rallet? 11 
Dr. Wills: 
Hrs. White: 
11What is your birthdate?" 
"February 6, 1920." 
"Born where?" 
"Do you have Social Security? 11 
"Yes, it's in my w9].let ~' (Pointing to husband) "Will 
"Father's name?" 
"Charles." 
Supervisor Duncan came to the door looked around, whispered to 
~uss Carron and left. 
Dr. Wills: 
Mrs. vJhite: 
Dr. \•!ills: 
Hrs. N'P.ite: 
"Born where?" 
"Rochester." 
"\fuat is your mother's name, and l"lhere was she born?" 
"Emily P. McClear. " 
Dr. ~tfills: "How do you spell it?" 
Patient spelled the name correctly for the doctor. 
Dr. ~¥ills: 
Mrs. ~Vhite: 
"V<Jhat is your husband 1 s name?" 
"George." 
Patient all during this conversation was hunting for her social 
security card. 
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:r.1r. "White: "Let me see if I can find it for you. Here it is." 
Finally told the doctor the number on it. 
Hrs. \'llhite . to Dr. Wills: "Do you mind if I smoke? vfuat did you say 
your name was? 11 
Dr. \'/ills: "Have you been under a doctor 1 s care before? 11 
Mrs. \\lhi te : "Yes, Dr. Walsh in July, a neurologist. In September, 
Greeley Clinic. Can't remember the Doctor's name. 11 
Dr. lt!ills: "What were you going to the Doctor for?" 
11-h-s . \\lbite: 11Treat ment . 11 
Dr. Wills: "Treatment for what?" 
1-:Irs • 'V>Jhi t e : "Depressed. Moods. 11 
Dr. ~·Jills : 11 \fuat kind of treatment did you receive?" 
Hrs. White: "None. Just medicine at clinic. Broke me out i n a 
r ash, it 1>tas green stuff. It made them happy but it didn 1t do anything 
for. me." 
Dr. vlills: 
Urs. ~fuite: 
Dr. lvills : 
Mrs. '\IJhi te : 
Mr. White: 
Dr. \<\fills: 
Mrs. ~Vhite: 
Dr. i'iills : 
l1rs. \•lhite: 
Dr . Wills: 
Mrs. \l!hite: 
11\Vhen was the last time at the clinic?" 
"1948." 
11 Any illness in the past year?" 
I 
"No, I don t remember any." 
11 Kidneys, I think." 
"Anyone in the family 'l.·rith mental illness?" 
"No, all the family are well." 
11Do you drink .alcohol?" 
"Not often. Just occassionally. 11 
11 Have you had any operations? 11 
11Yes, at Bartl:ett Memorial Hospital. A small operation." 
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Patient was then asked about her brothers and sisters and parents. 
She ansvrered the doctor intelligently. 
Dr. ~!ills: "Do you have a driver's license with you? 11 
Mrs. Y.!hite: 
The doctor then explained to the patient 1 s husband what routine lvould 
be followed under the temporary care law (Section 79) visiting hours, 
smoking rules, and then asked if there were any questions. At this point 
the patient's husband rose to leave and asked his wife if there was 
anything she wanted him to bring her. She told him a fel•T things such 
as t1vo books, kleenex, .etc. 
Mr. ~Vhite: "She'll need money for cigarettes." 
Dr. Wills: "She has more there than she'll need for cigarettes. 
Do you want to take it?" 
Mrs. 1•.1hite: "No! I'll keep what I have for cigarettes. 11 
The husband then kissed his wife good bye, told her he'd try to 
visit ·her tomorrow, and left the admission room. Mrs. llih.ite began to cry 
again, but tried to control it. During all of this conversation the 
patient talked in a lmv voice, her speech very hesitant, and crying at 
intervals. 
After her husband had gore, Dr. lfJills asked Mrs. I'Jhite if she wnuldn 't 
like to tell about feeling this way. 
She said that she felt these depressed moods were related to her 
periods, everything goes fine at times, and then the depressed period 
again. About a week ago everything \-rent wrong at work. 1,100 pieces were 
put together, and. later it was discovered they were not the right pieces 
and they had to be done all over again. It 1.vasn 1t her fault she said, 
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but it 1 s just one thing and then another. I get discouraged and disgusted. 
Home life is all right but the girls think the boy is the favored one. 
At this time another supervisor, Mrs. Bro'W!l came in and whispered 
something to Miss Carron, 't.Yho left the room. 
The patient continued with her story saying, "These are just stupid 
, litt le things but they pile up." 
Dr. vlills: "What happened that you had to go to the hospital?" 
Jl.irs. White: "I took sleeping pills Saturday night, but I didn't 
take enough, I guess." 
Dr. \'lills : "Were you alone?" 
Mrs. White: "My husband was in bed. I was in the kitchen. I 
counted 45 one-half grains, then a few more till I counted 60. I thought 
they were \'<hole grains. That 'l'tould have done it." 
Dr. ~·lills : 11Vfuat happened. Did you fall asleep?" 
VJ.rs • ~Vhi t e : "I just went to bed. 11 
Dr. Vlills: "When did you go to the hospital?" 
Hre. White: "I don 1t know. My hueband said I i'Tet the bed, and 
-vmen he ·tried to wake me, I was stiff all over. My husband and son took 
me to the hospital. 11 
Dr. Wills: "Did they pump out your stomach?" 
1-1rs. White: "No, they gave me Intravenous all day Sunday. 11 
Dr. lflills : "Did you ever do this before?" 
Mrs. \Vhite: "Yes, in 1949. I tried it with gas, but my husband 
woke up." 
Dr. \-/ills : "How long do these depression spells last?" 
Iv1rs. lfJhite: 11 A week or a little more." 
Dr. Wills: 
Mrs. w11ite: 
Dr. \·/ills: 
have fun?" 
"Do you snap out of them yourself?" 
11Yes. 11 
"When you are not depressed, do you like people and 
Mrs. \llhite: "Things don't bother me when I am well. These things 
seem stupid and small to explain to you. I have twin girls and a boy older. 
(Patient begins to cry again) "Oh, I hate to cry. 11 
Dr. Wills: 
l{ri. White: 
"Do you cry a lot \-Then you feel well?" 
11No, Fnever do. What started it was last Saturday , 
the boy came in and wanted money to go to a dance. His father 'IJ>rould not 
give it to him because his studies had not been good. I gave him ~p2.00 
so the girls remarked about it, and thought he shouldn't have it. I asked 
them if they had planned on going out and they said no. But they didn't 
think of the nice sweaters I had bought them the "reek before, which had 
cost a lot more than $2.00. You just knock yourself out trying to please 
them all and you just get a kick in the pants. I told them I'm sick of 
living . Next week I won't be ·here and you can take the insurance money 
and divide it and do as you darn well please. My husband is quiet and 
easy going and keeps telling me not to pay any attention to them. 
Dr. Vlills: 
your life?" 
1·1rs. Vlhite: 
Dr. Wills: 
"Do you still feel the solution to this is to end 
"I'll have to have it proven to me that it isn't." 
"liell, give us a chance to show you there is another 
way out. While you are with us, you won 1 t have to listen to all th3.t 
wrangling at home." Then, addressing the supervisor, Mrs. Brm·m. "Will you 
take the patient to the ward, please?" 
14rs. vfuite was wheeled through the corridor to the elevator and brought 
to Allen I. On the way she inquired "Vmere her bag was and was told it 
had been sent to the marking room. She began to cry a little and said 
"Oh, I have such cramps." 
The wheelchair was brought into the ward office and Mrs. White was 
assisted out of it and asked to get undressed. 
Mrs . Brown: "Mrs. White, this is l1rs. Noonan. 11 To Mrs. Noonan --
11Where 1 s Mrs. King?" 
Mrs . Noonan: "She went to dinner. Do you want me to stay?" 
Mrs. Bro.-m: "Yes. Help her to undress." 
Mrs . White was taken into the examination room. Her coat and scarf 
were placed on the back of the wheelchair. A chair was brought fron1 the 
office and Hrs. I<Jhite sat on it. Mrs. Brown vTas called to the phone. 
Mrs. Noonan stood looking at £-Irs. White. After a minute or so Mrs. Brown 
called to Mrs . Noonan-- "Get her undressed. 11 
Mrs. Noonan: 11!' 11 have to get her a gown." Left and returned ldth 
a go\'lm and stockings. 
Mrs. Brovm took an "Adm. pack11 from the cabinet. 11 Look at this -
there 1 s no need to put pins in the pack. It 1 s a waste of time 1 to 1-irs. 
Noonan - "Didn 1 t you bring a robe? There was a gown and stockings in the 
pack. 11 
Mrs . White: 
Mrs. Brmm: 
11 Do I have to take my briefs off? They may be soiled.u 
"Yes, oh that's all right. Get up on this table." 
Mrs. Duncan entered the room. Mrs. ~~'hite was covered "Vrith a sheet. 
Mrs . Bro1-m: to };Irs . Noonan - "Take these clothes out. 11 
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Mrs. Noonan picked the clothes off the chair and brought them into 
the office, folded them and left them on top of the radiator. 
Mrs. Duncan: 11Are you going to go?" 
Mrs • Brovm : "I'd like to get a bit of lunch if you don't mind." 
11I just had a call from a visitor, out at the Superintendent's office." 
?-Irs. Duncan: 11 Oh, go ahead, I' ll take over. 11 
l1rs. Brown : to Mrs. Noonan, "Do you know how to take temps?" 
Mrs. Noonan: "Yes.-'.' 
Hrs. Brown: 110.K., then take it." 
Mrs. Noonan got the tray, lubricated the thermometer and stood 
beside l1rs. Duncan, saying nothing. After a few moments, Mrs. Duncan sa1-r 
the thermometer in Mrs. Noonan's hand and said, "Oh, I thought the 
thermometer was already in. 11 She moved aside and Mrs. Noonan inserted 
the thermometer. 
Mrs. "VJhite: 
Mrs. Duncan: 
l>irs. White: 
11 Oh, I'm awfully messy - oh 111 
"That didn't hurt, did it?" 
11No." 
Mrs. Duncan: "We take the temperatures by rectum here. 11 
Mrs. Duncan went into the office and started to make out t he record. 
Mrs. Noonan removed the thermometer from .Mrs. White and brought it into 
the office. 
Mrs. Duncan: 
Mrs. Noonan: 
"Can you read it?" 
''Yes." 
Mrs. Duncan went into the examination room and examined ].frs. Tf'lhite 
for scars. She had had a biopsy on a breast, an appendectomy and a 
section. She was assisted off the table. 
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Mrs. Duncan: 11She hasn't been weighed? I think it's difficult for 
her to stand. \'le'll get her height and weight later." 
Mrs. White: "I can stand, it l'r.ill take only a minute." She was 
assisted onto the scale and weighed. 
Hrs. Duncan: "Turn around slowly -that's it - easy now. It's a 
more accurate height if you stand l'rl.th your back to it. Where's the 
·nfielchair? Are you going to give her a bath?" 
Mrs! Noonan: 
l1rs • \-Jhi t e : 
Hrs . Duncan: 
11\·lell, I'm alone at the moment. 11 
110h, I don't need a bath." 
11~lell, it's routine and a bath will relax you. What 
are you doing about eating?" 
to 
I 
l1rs. White: "I eat everything." 
1-irs. Duncan picked up the robe from a chair and helped Hrs. \'lliite 
put it on." 
Hrs. White: 
have my glasses?" 
l1rs. uuncan: 
1-irs . ~·fuite: 
l•irs. Duncan: 
Mrs . White: 
"Oh, 1'1hat a robe, real sexy! (blue corded robe ) May 
"Do you have to have them?" 
"Yes." 
110.K. then. Sign this requisition sheet." 
11 I can't write well." 
Mrs . Duncan: 11Write it somehm'l. This gives you permission to keep 
the glasses on the ward." She signed the sheet. 
Mrs . Kin·~~,, charge attendant nurse, returned ,from dinner and Hrs . Noonan 
went. Mrs. Duncan started to wheel the patient dm·m the corridor toward 
her room. There was a discussion between Mrs. Duncan and Mrs. King about 
keeping some money on the ward for cigarettes and about the length of time 
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it takes t o get articles from the canteen (about a week). 
Mrs. ~Jhite : 11 I have two dollars. I want to keep it for 
cigarett es. I have to have a smoke." 
Mrs. Duncan: "Let her have a dollar. That . should keep her for a 
while. 11 
l-1rs. White: 110h, I smoke a pack a day." 
Hrs. King: 11You'll be given one every 2 hours. II 
}irs. White: "One every two hours? Do you dole them out? 11 
Mrs. King: "Yes - if you own any." 
They had arrived at the patient 1 s room by this time. Mrs. \fuit.e 
was assisted from the chair and placed on the bed. 
Mrs. ~Vhite: 110h I don 1 t want to soil the bed. What 1 s she doing? 
(observer) I don't like her. She keeps looking at me. 11 
Mrs. Duncan: "Oh, that has nothing to do with you." 
Hrs. ~Vhite: "Oh, who is going to be here? (next bed) I hope 
no one is~" 
Mrs. Duncan: 11 If we put someone in it, we'll let you know." The 
nurses left the room to return to the office. The observer wrote on her 
pad that the patient was extremely suicidal. 
Hrs • Duncan: 110h, I didn't know that. !wouldn't have left her 
glasses 1dth her if I had known. She might break them and cut her :3elf with 
the glass. I think we'll take them and put them in the Treasurer's office. 
If the doctor wants her to have them, then it 1 s her responsibility. 11 
Mrs. King brought a. dinner tray to Mrs. ~Jhite. She ret urned to the 
office with Mrs. White's glasses. 
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Mrs. King: "She complained about having a spoon instead of a. 
knife and fork. Asked me if I thought she'd try to commit suicide if she 
had them. I took the glasses too." 
Mrs. Duncan sat a.t the desk to finish the admission records, noting 
that l'1rs. V'Jhite had a. yellow metal band ring about 1/2 inch deep and wit h 
a. cut out design, a l'Trist watch >dth an expansion band. 
At this point Hrs. Curley (patient) darted into the office and 
demanded to have her purse. 
1-1rs. Duncan: "Do we have to include these interruptions in estima-
ting the time it takes to admit a patient?" 
llfrs • King : "She is always in here asking for things. 11 l-1!-s. Curley 
opened the door again. "The wash room is locked, I want to go in t here." 
"The nurses are very busy, you can't interrupt like this. You'll 
have to 't.J"ait a little 't.mile." - Closed the door. 
lvlrs. Noonan: "That one. You'd think she was at the Ritz. -
the service she expects. 
12:45 P.M. 
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Analysis of the Fifty Observations 
From the fifty reports such as the foregoing a detailed analysis 
was made. As can be noted in the cases the admissions took place in two 
physical units,the Admission room and the ward. 
Admission Room 
The Admission room was located on the ground floor of the Administra-
tion building. It was a large square room "Vtith a dark mahogany desk in 
the center. There were several chairs arranged in groups around the 
periphery and a large club type chair beside the desk. other than t hese 
it was devoid of fixings or drapes. With the exception of bedfast 
ambulance patients, all admissions are processed through this room. 
Escorts 
.Patients arriving for admission were accompanied by police, court 
officers, a state Transfer Agent or relatives. The police wore uniforms. 
vfuen they escorted women patients a police matron accompanied the~~ 
The police seemed indifferent toward the patients. In 14 instances they 
stood in the corridor outside the admissions office while waiting for the 
admitting physician. Three tirnes they gave the patients misinformation as 
to the identity of the hospital and the possible length of their confine-
ment. In 14 admissions they seemed eager to be relieved of the patients. 
On two occasions they were friendly to the patients and personnel. Three 
times they told the supervisor that the patient had been assaultive to 
them during the transit. On t1rro occasions they 1mew nothing about the 
patient, stating that they acted only as transportation agents. 
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Four court officers, in business suits, accompanied the indicted 
patients. Two of them did not converse >'lith the patient after he arrived 
at the admission office. One officer kept reassuring a disturbed woman 
that her husband would come to get her shortly even though he knew that 
she would not be allowed to go, if the husband did come to the hospital. 
A state Transfer Agent always accompanied patients who were trans-
ferred to Webster fro~other state hospitals. She was always in a hurry. 
I 
lflhen patients were admitted to Talbot (tuberculosis wards) which is 
located a short distance from the main hospital, the Transfer Agent com-
plained about having to wait a few minutes for the doctor to come from 
another building. She stated that she had many other transfers to make 
and that the delay disrupted her schedule. 
Relatives accompanied patients in ten instances. The majority of 
them were visibly upset by the experience. A few expressed anxiety about 
the patient's condition and prognosis. Several were worried about 
finances. Two were afraid that the patient would find out they had 
signed the conmuttment papers. Two were concerned about the morals of 
the patient . One woman was disconsolate because she thought she hacl lost 
her husband's love. ~~o husbands blamed the community doctors for their 
wives' obvious physical infirmities and confusion. One man seemed anxious 
to be rid of his aged step~other. Another man seemed embarrassed about 
his father's unkempt condition and expressed concern that the aged parent 
had not had proper care or nourishment for some months. (Unknown to the 
son, the father had over ~P8,ooo.oo in the pockets of his tattered cl othing). 
A clergyman answered all the questions put to his mother, although she was 
able to ans>-rer them herself. Two parents exhorted the personnel to "be 
good to 11 the patient • . 
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Separation from Relatives 
Except in a few instances, the doctors dismissed the relatives as 
soon as they obtained the names and addresses of the spouse, parents 
and siblings. The majority of relatives just said "Goodbye" and left. 
A few kissed the patient and told him they would visit at the first 
opportUnity. Two clung to the patient for a few seconds ancl. then exhorted 
the personnel to be good to the patient. One, very hostile , et~.t d t, at 
he might come to visit. A fe1t1 waited in the lobby to talk to the doctor 
when he finished the admission. 
Initial Contact with Doctors 
The doctor usually arrived in the Admission office a few minutes 
after the patient. During meals and the hours between 5:00 P.M. and 
8:00 A.H. the doctors were sunnnoned from home, and in these instances 
5 to 10 minutes elapsed before the doctor arrived. 
On entering the admission office during 40 admissions, the physician 
greeted the patient and introduced himself. In 32 instances his attitude 
appeared to be business-like; in 7 friendly and in 11 cool. During 5 
admissions, the doctor sat slumped in the chair. 
The comrJittment papers of all 50 were examined to be sure the patient 
resided in the district assigned to Webster Hospital. Two patients came 
without papers. They had to wait till a physician from the community 
came to the hospital to make out the committment papers because physicians 
at Webster Hospital were not permitted to make them out. 
Admission Memorandum Sheets >vere made out on all admissions. In four 
instances data were copied from the committment papers. In these instances 
the admission interview was short and appeared to occur vrhen the physician 
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had difficulty in understanding the patient. On four occasions the 
interviews rere lengthy. These occurred 1•Then the admitting physician 
was not assigned to ward duty. During these lengthy interviews, 
the supervisor either stood or sat by the door often appearing not to 
pay much attention to the information bein~ elicited. 
Satisfied that the patient belonged in vJebster district, the doctors 
then questioned the patients about their history and the information 
found in the committment papers. Three of the doctors were newcomers 
in the locale. They glanced at the supervisor for confirmation vrhen 
patients mentioned cities and tovms which had an unfamiliar ring. Two of 
them did not understand the patient's colloquisms or cliches and sometimes 
the patient had difficulty in comprehending the different accents, and 
questions had to be rew·orded a few times, in an effort to assure that each 
kneitr what the other meant to communicate. 
Five doctors questioned relatives in the presence of the patient. 
One took the parents to another room to get the information desired. 
Three doctors offered patients cigarettes during the interview. Two 
doctors explained Court indictment co~mitment to patients concerned. On 
one occasion, in the heavy dmvnpour of rain during a hurricane, 1-rhen the 
patient, a woman, refused to leave the automobile because she "didn't 
want to get her ne-vr hat "ret, 11 the admitting physician >·-Tent to the car and 
held his own umbrella over her, protecting her and the hat to her 
obvious delight. 
\ihen the physician was friendly, as evidenced by a warm greeting, giv-
ing the patient a cigarette, holdi..11g an umbrella to protect the new hat, 
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explaining the terms of the committment papers, the patient seemed more at 
ease and less apprehensive than was the case when the doctor 1.-ra.s cool or 
business-like. The patient's action was predisposed by his condition but 
it is the opinion of the observer that the friendly manner of the 
physician seemed to allay the patient's fear of being admitted to a mental 
hospital. 
One physician objected to the supervisor receiving ward calls during 
the admission interview. This objection \~s justified because it ~~s 
very difficult to hear what the patient saidi and the patient had 
difficulty in comprehending, '"hen other conversations were going on. 
This situation occurred once when ther e vTas only one supervisor covering 
the service, in which case the telephone operator had no alt ernative but 
to contact the supervisor in the admission office when directions were 
needed for a ward problem. The assignment of another supervisor to the 
service would eliminate the necessity of disrupting the admission inter-
view. 
VJard Admission cards v-tere made for all admissions. Two physicians 
wrote a brief outline of the patient 1 s behavior under "Remarks. 11 Four 
others made little notation in this area. In fourteen instances the 
notations were the only information the ward personnel had about the 
patient. ~then this information was scanty, (36 times) the ward personnel 
felt frustrated thinking that they -vrere at a disadvantage in not knowing 
what to expect from the patient. To ensure good nursLng care to the patient, 
pertinent information should be '..rritten on the card, with specific direction 
given to the supervisor. This information should be communicated to the 
ward personnel and others involved in the rehabilitation of t he patient. 
~fuen a second patient came to be admitted before the first arrival 
left the admission office, the second one had to wait in the lobby but 
if the first patient was already on the t..,rard, the supervisor and doctor 
l-ient immediately to the admission room, returning to the ward later to 
finish the records of the first admission. This interruption detracted 
from the care of the first patient and added to the ~-rork load. 
Litter cases 1tlere placed in bed inunediat ely on arrival on the ward. 
However, one male and 4 female admissions had to wait till a bed was 
prepared for them. Three o1· t.nese patients , vTere critically ill and the 
delay added nothing to their well being or comfort. Nursing personnel 
had to stop what they were doing to get the beds ready ,.mile the 
patients waited and in most instances precise performance 1tms sacrificed 
for speed, to the ultimate discomfort of the patient. ~llien the safety 
of a crib bed was needed and none available, a patient whose need seemed 
to be less urgent, was changed to another bed, while the new patient 
waited for the exchange to be completed. 
Initial Contact with Supervisors 
The point at which the supervisor entered the admission scene 
varied with each admission depending on the number of supervisors on duty 
at the time, and the distance he or she had to travel to the admission 
office. Most of the tline they arrived before the physician but on three 
occasions the patient was ready for transporting to the ward before the 
supervisor arrived. When the supervisors did arrive they quietly greeted 
the group and stood or sat by the door. On four occasions they made 
comments when not directly addressed. When a female patient had luggage, 
the female supervisor would attach a tag to it bearing the patient's 
n~$, bring it up to the main foyer and place it in the patient's b~mdle 
box located near the telephone switchboard, then return to the admission 
office. Male Supervisors always brought the luggage to the ward with 
the patient and its contents were noted before it went to the marking 
room. All luggage and clothing had to go to the Marking Room to be checked 
and listed. Nale Supervisors, by bringing the luggage to the ward and 
listing the contents, were duplicating the procedure and wasting ef fort 
and time, in addition to risking the loss of the patient's unmarked 
per sonal possessions. 
On three occasions when the patient requested a drink, t he supervisor 
brought water in an envelope type paper cup from the nearby lavatory. 
Two of these patients ·who were upset and restless had difficulty in 
manipulating this type of cup and some of the water spilled on the 
patient's clothes. A round firm type paper cup was available in the 
supply room and t•rould have been more practical. 
Two wheelchairs marked "Admission Office" were housed in a space 
under the stairs near the admission office. They were to be returned there 
as soon as the patient arrived on the tvard. When both chairs were m.."issing, 
because they were borrowed for ward use, the supervisor had to send to 
ward, Lincoln I, to borrow one. The ward wheelchairs were constantly 
being used and it meant a delay to put the occupant into bed or into an 
arm chair before preceding to the Admission Office. There were no blankets 
on the wheelchairs nor in the Admission Room. Valuable time and effort 
was needlessly lost in tracking down the missing wheelchairs. Patients 
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were subject to needless changing when their chairs were borrowed, and to 
exposure and chill when blankets were not available. 
If the patient was restless or upset, the supervisors tried to 
reassure him. Twice when female supervisors vrere unsuccessful in 
quieting patients, they called on the male supervisors for assistance in 
transporting the patients to the ward. In two instances the very presence 
of the men had a quieting effect and the patient went along Vlithout further 
resistance. At these times two of the men felt that they were called 
unduely, when the patient gave no further resistance and that it took up 
much of their time. It was ~ime consuming on the part of the male person-
nel, but it prevented injury to both patient and personnel and so, was 
well worth the effort, in the opinion of the observer. 
After the police had removed the handcuffs from a litter patient, 
he ~ms allowed to sit by the desk in the admission office, clad only in a 
hospital gm•m, while the doctor asked for the required information. 
An attendant had to go to the ward to get a blanket to put around him 
returning ~~th it in about five minutes, only to find the admission office 
wheelchair missing from its customary place, so the attendant had to 
make another trip to the ward to get a wheelchair causing a 10 minute 
~further delay in transporting the patient to the ward. 
Physical examinations were done on new admissions as soon as they 
arrived on the hospital wards Lincoln I and Ogden I, but on Kellogg I 
and Allan I, physical examinations were often done a day or two later. 
When physical examinations were done immediately after admission the 
physical treatment of the patient was begun promptly. When the examination 
was delayed, treatment was also delayed. To correct this situation, 
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plans to have the examinations done in the admission office vrere put in 
operat i on. 
Supervisors rarely (4 times) received or asked the doctor for instruc-
tions or information about the patient. 11Take him to Ward --" was about 
the only directions given. Supervisors complained among themselves about 
this lack of direction, but felt that it was not their prerogative to 
seek information or question what wasn't too clear. This attitude ~~s 
a holdover f rom old authoritarian days, when nursing personnel were "not 
t o question why, but to do or die". Although much had been done t o create 
a permissive atmosphere at Webster, remenants of the old scars of 
authoritarianism still bound the tongues and much ground-\'rork remained 
t o be done to help improve interdisciplinary communications. 
An attendant accompanied a supervisor when a male patient was being 
escorted from the admission office to the ward, but female supervisors, 
except when a patient was very disturbed, took the patient to t he ward 
without assistance. The reason for this seemed to be due to a greater 
shortage of help on the female service and also to the fact that t he fema.les 
could always summon assistance from the male service. However, there is 
no phone in the sparsely traveled corridor between the Admission Of fice 
and the wards, and the female supervisor could find herself in a precarious 
position should the patient become disturbed enroute to the ward. This 
seemed t o be a factor in the female supervisors' refraining f rom convers-
ing with patients, "one never knew hm..r the patient would react to 1r hat 
was said." The male supervisors conversed freely 'tdth t heir patients, 
seeming to feel more secure since there were al~ys employees present 
when male patients were escorted to the wards. 
On two occasions very resistive patients were engaged in conversation 
in such a manner that they were on the wards almost vdthout being aware 
that they were enroute to the wards, their resistance lessening as they 
became acquainted "rith the supervisor. 
Eight weak, elderly patients were brought to the wards in wheelchairs. 
Most of these old people were hard bf hearing and no conversation was 
attempted by the supervisors. 
On the Wards 
Allan I 
(Nineteen admissions were observed on Allan I.) 
The Examination Room adjoined the ward officel It was a very narrow 
room, which was almost complet_ely filled, when the furniture, the patient 
and two nurses were in the room. When the patient was disturbed, it was 
difficult to manage_her due to the lack of space in which to move about. 
This added to the work load because on~ person had to step aside to allow 
another to pass, or had to go through the ward office and reenter the 
examination room through the other door in order to get something at the 
other end of the room. 
On Allan I the supervis_or introduced the patient to the ward personnel. 
The patient was brought through the ward office to the examination room, 
undressed, given a hospital gown, bathrobe and stockings. The patient was 
assisted up onto the table where her Temperature, Pulse and Respiration 
was taken rectally and she examined for scars, bruises and defonnities. 
Then she was assisted dmm and placed on a scale where her }\eight 
and weight were ascertained. If the patient was cooperative, the super-
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visor l~ote up_ the admission records while the patient was undressing 
and the Temperature Pulse and Respiration taken, but if she were res'istive, 
the supervisor helped the attendant ~nth the task. 
Allan I had "Admission Packs 11 (gown, stockings, towel, soap, toilet 
paper, tooth brush, tooth powder and comb) ready. Although clean used 
stockings, in good condition, were available, brand new stockings were 
always placed in the Admission Pack, because the attendant thought the 
patients would object to wearing washed stockings. Clean used stockings 
were later put in the packs, and patients did not object to them. Three 
attendants didn't lmov-r v-rhere the 11 packs" were kept, tl'lO had to be asked to 
get the pack from the cabinet. In 11 out of 19 times the attendant had to 
be asked to bring a bathrobe. Much ti:ne and energy was used in repeated 
returnings to the linen room for forgotten robes and other needed supplies. 
The use of brand new stockings for each admission was wasteful. (Washed 
stockings were being accumulated on the ward.) ·· · 
On two occasions, the admitting doctor arrived on the ward to do the 
admission physical examination before the supervisor vms finished admit-
ting the patient and the supervisor had to wait till the doctor finished 
before she could complete her work. On three occasions when the new patient 
arrived between 10:00 A.M. and 12:00 M the laboratory technicians took 
blood for serology tests. These tests are ordinarily done on the morning 
following admission and when the patient is fasting. 
All wards had standard "Thermometer Trays" containing a i1ar for each 
of greensoap~ water, alcohol, lubricant, paper tissues, several thermometers, 
and a waste basin. On Allan I an old inexpensive v-ratch 1va.s ·· always on the 
tray. This watch was wound everytime the tray was used. The accura.cy of 
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this timepiece was open to q~estion. Unless contraindicated all tempera-
tures were taken rectally. This was explained to the patient. · When 
the Temperature, Pulse end Respiration were being taken the attendant 
draped the patient, inserted the lubricated thennometer, then >'found the 
watch which ~ms found on the tray before taking the uulse. On one occasion 
when a patient was very resistive the temperature was taken by axilla. 
The temperatur.e seemed at variance with the patient 1 s condition. This 
was discussed in the patient's presence and then the supervisor was able 
to induce the patient to have the temperature taken rectally. This ~~s 
important because the patient seemed to be physically as well as mentally 
ill and was another indication that a friendly attitude made a patient 
more manageable. 
One patient, who had been very resistive and hostile in the admission 
office, became quite docile and cooperative in the examination room, 
kiss ed the attendants and asked them to protect her and guard her money 
from her relatives. 
One patient asked for something to relieve the "itch" in her legs 
and was told she'd have to wait till the doctor made rounds the next day. 
One suspicious patient asked for a drink, was given eggnog ~'lith nutmeg 
floating on top. She threw the eggnog onto the floor shouting tha.t it was 
dirty. The attendant who cleanen it up was obviously annoyed although 
she said nothing. One patient dashed from the examination room into the 
Day Room •~ere she pushed a cake of soap L~to another patient's mouth and 
then sat at the piano where she played well but in increasing crescendo 
till she ~ms forcefully removed from the room. 
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Although the personnel were never disagreeable to the patients much 
teaching needed to be done to bring about genuine acceptance of patient's 
behavior. The difference between permissiveness and laissez-faire needed 
more emphasis. 
The bathroom on Allan I was sinall and narrow. The tub was situated 
lengthwise in the middle of the floor. A chest of drawers was at the 
far end of the room. A chair was located at one end of the tub and at the 
other end a three sectioned screen shielded the tub from the door leading 
to the >'tard corridor. An irrigation pple was stored in the corner when 
not in use. Wet, recently washed lingerie usually •~s draped across the 
screen and the irrigation pole. Wet laundry draped about the bathroom 
was a source of annoyance to the new patient. Yet no other arrangement 
had been made for patients· who wished to wash garments which l'rere too 
delicate to be processed through the regular hospital laundry. There was 
no shower on this ward. Bath thermometers were kept in the chest. 
After being examined for bruises, etc., the patients were taken to 
the bathroom and given a bath and shampoo. In all but three instances 
the water was already in the tub when the patient entered the room. 
Evidence that the temperature of the water had been checked was lacking. 
One patient exclaimed that the water was too hot. Another cautiously tested 
it 1rtith her toe before getting into the tub. "\olhen asked if a thermometer 
-.;-ras used to test the temperature, one attendant stated that the thermom-
eter was broken. She didn't' know how to test the temperature without a 
thermometer, and was told by the supervisor to test it 1rith her elbow. 
On another accasion an attendant removed the thermometer from the water to 
read it. 
All but three of the patients got into the tub unassisted and proceeded 
to wash themselves. ~fuen a patient was confused or upset the attendants 
assisted her. One patient continually washed her face. The attendant 
stood by watching her and only assisted her to finish the bath after 
being told to do so. 
Usually two attendants were present during the bath. In 12 instances 
one attendant left the room t>~ce to bring in equipment which should have 
been gathered before the bath started. Towels, scissors for trimming nails, 
fine combs, etc., were missing when it came time to use them on 12 
occasions. 
The hair was shampooed as soon as the patient got into the tub. Water 
from the faucet was put in a pitcher and used to rinse the hair. One 
attendant washed the hair while the patient washed her body. In four in-
stances a patient protested about having her hair washed because she had 
recently had it set at a hairdressers. On two occasions, the superv·isor 
excused a patient from having a shampoo when it was evident that it had 
been set very recently and was obiously free of vermine. If the hair was 
washed, it was also finecombed. Hair inspection and shampoos were initiated 
to prevent the possibility of a case of pediculi getting by ~~thout being 
noticed. Inspecting a freshly done coiffuir should be sufficient. The 
supervisor should make the decision as to who shall be excused. In six 
instances the nails were not trimmed because there were no clippers avail-
able and sometimes bandage scissors were used for this purpose. 
The patients were dried well, dressed in gown, robe and stockings and 
returned to the off ice where they were asked to check the record of their 
clothing and valuables and to sign the record if they agreed to the state-
ments therein. The cLothing was described as to article, color, texture 
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'and number. Jewelry was described as to type of article, color of metal, 
stones, engraving or ornamentation. One patient objected to her wedding 
ring being described as a "yellow metal, plain band ring 11 , an~ her necklace 
as a 11vVhite bead" but she signed, after it w~s explained to her tha.t only 
a description of the article, not its value, was required for the record. 
Supervisors, during three admissions, explained that the valuables were 
put in the hospital safe where they would be secure till the patient went 
home or was allowed to have them. 
Valuables, including money, jewelry, personal papers (Social Security 
card, licenses, insurance policies, military discha~paper, etc.)-
keys, were taken by the supervisor and placed in a safe in the Treasurer's 
office. 
Money was always counted in the presence of another person to insure 
accuracy and to have a vdtness, should the amount entered in the record 
be questioned. 
Eight patients -vrere allowed to keep their purses, others were '"!lot. 
Two supervisors allowed the patient to keep the change or $1.00 to get 
cigarettes. For years patients had not been allowed to have money. The 
rule had never been officially changed. Policies were not written, so 
inconsistencies in their execution began to exist, depending on the 
flexibility of the individual supervisor. Policies should be written in 
order to eliminate. confusion and promote consistent operation: 
The patient's clothing was, in eighteen instances, placed in a pillow 
slip, listed on a piece of paper, and stored under a table or under the 
windo\'T in the ward office and later taken to the marking room "to!here they 
were marked and recorded. In six cases they were piled on the floor while 
the listing \•Tent on and then they were thrown into the pillow case with the 
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coat and unwrapped shoes the last to be put in. On thirteen occasions the 
shoes went in first, then the coat and the other folded articles, with the 
hat the last article to be placed in the pillow case. When th€ shoes and 
coat were the last articles to be placed in the clothing bag or pillowcase, 
the weight of them tended to crush or wrinkle the clothes under them. 
The more practical method seemed to be to place the shoes in first, followed 
by the coat and then by the lighter weight articles. Four patients were 
allowed to keep their eyeglasses, three >'lho had the glasses placed in the 
safe were. told they could have them later if the doctor "okayed" it. 
\iJhenever (12 times) a patient was allowed to keep anything she had to 
sign a requisition slip for it, "to keep the Treasurer's records straight". 
After signing the clothes and valuables list, the patients were taken 
to the Day Room where they w~re allowed to watch television, read, or play 
games with other patients. In fifteen instances they were introduced to 
other patients but, with the exception of two instances, no fu1~her 
orientation to the ward was attempted. 
Kellogg I 
The Examination Room on Kellogg I, which contained the same kind and 
number of furniture, had t>vo windows, and was twice as large as that on 
Allan I, affording ample room for movement of patient and personnel. 
Hol'fever there was ~uch traffic in and out of the room, so that the new 
patient had little privacy. · 
Thirteen admissions were observed on Kellogg I. The routine was 
similar to that carried out on Allan I. The patients were brought to the 
examination room and disrobed. Two supervisors always asked the patient 
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to keep his shorts on. Three had the patients disrobe completely. The 
patients were examined for bruises, scars and deformities while standing 
and then they were weighed and measured. Three patients. tried to cover 
their person with their hands, three did not seem to mind their nakedness. 
On two occasions, on cold days, a patient was allowed to sit in front of 
an open windo;.T causing the patient to have "goose pimples". During the 
physical examination, emphasis was placed on missing limbs or digits and 
on presence or absence of hernia. 
The patient was usually (12 times) given pajamas, a robe and socks. 
One patient had to put on four pairs of pajamas before he found one big 
enough for him. On twelve occasions the patient was asked t o get up on 
the examination table where his temperature was taken. 
The patients' clothing was draped across a table on six occasions 
while the pockets were searched for money, matches, papers, razors, etc. 
In six instances they were on the floor where the patient left them as 
he stepped out of them. One attendant spread a sheet on the floor and 
v1alked across it leaving his footprint in the sheet, then took the 
clothes from the table and 1~apped them in the sheet. On three occasions 
the hat went into the pillowcase first then, the coat and shoes and the 
lighter articles on top. On six occasions the clothes were folded and 
placed in the pillowcase with the hat the last thL~g to go in. If the cloth-
ing was dirty, the body and t he clothing were inspected for vermin. Tatter-
ed or badly soiled clothing was discarded twice. 
One patient was chided when he was found to have a knife after he had 
stated that he didn't have one. 
so 
Male supervisors brought the patient's luggage to the vmrd. Three 
supervisors checkecl and recorded the contents, two did not. All let the 
patient keep his cigarettes and 1.vhatever change he had, so he might be 
able to get things from the canteen. 
All listed the patients clothing and valuables. Valuables were 
described but the clothing was not. Patients were not requested to 
sign the valuables list. 
On Kellogg I, the bathroom had two showers and a tub and there wasn't 
room for much else. An "indestructable" mattress was resting on the tub 
which was rarely used, the men preferring showers to tub baths. The 
temperature of the water was controled by a wall mixing valve. 
New male patients, with the exception qf one were given , shov.rer 
bath. An at tendant ac eompanied the patient to the shower room, but only 
three stayed with t he patient while he bathed. 
Four times the supervisors checked to see if the patient was clean. 
Three patient 's fingernails were just as dirty after the bath as they were 
before. On one occasion, the attendant who was assigned to "see that the 
patient has a good bath11 , propped his body against the door jam, rested 
his head on his arm and faced down the ward corridor, paying no attention 
to the patient. 
Following the bath, the patient was brought to the day room where he 
was introduced to other patients, and told he could watch television~ 
Four court indicted patients were told they could not go of f the 1•rard 
until disposition of their cases was decided. 
One suicidal patient was given a "strong mattress and blanket 11 i nstead 
of a bed as a precautionary measure. 
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One ambulance case, sat in a wheelchi=tir, while a bed 1-ra.s stripped 
and made up l'lith clean linen at the supervisor's suggestion. The attendant 
had intended to let the patient rest on top of the spread i·rhile he looked 
around for a bed to put him in. 
While the supervisor made out the admission records, the attendant 
usually made out roster, cards, diet slips and started the seven day 
notes. The notes were very skimpy, and gave very little information about 
the patient's behavior or his interpersonal relations on the ward. 
Patients admitted around or soon after mealtime were given a tray 
of food. 
Three patients brought by ambulance were admitted directly to Ogden I, 
while two men were brought to Lincoln I. 
Ogden I 
Five admissions to Ogden I were observed. 
Usually at least one bed was reserved for new admissions. On Ogden 
I on three occasions the ne\'1' patient 1-ra.s very restless and upset. The 
supervisor advised putting the new patient into a crib bed. No cribs 
were available so a less disturbed patient was moved to another bed while 
the new patient sat in the "~<rheelchair or on the litter till the crib 
bed was prepared. In hro instances when beds were stripped and hurriedly 
remade the used bedding Y.ras throvm on the floor and the fresh linen put 
on the bed, vlith no attempt at washing t he bed or mattress in betv.reen 
occupants. On one occasion a very small, obviously inadequate rubber sheet 
was placed on a bed in readiness for a confused, aged patient. T1-w out of 
five patients admitted to Ogden l'rere able to w·alk. They were brought 
to the office and undressed and put through a procedure similar to that 
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described for the patients admitted to Allan I. Four patients were unable 
to sign for valuables or clothing. On t;.ro occasions the clothing vias 
piled on the floor, then folded, and placed in a pillowcase, in two instances 
it was just thrown into the pillowcase, unfolded. In tl'tO cases the dentures 
and glasses l'rere left "Tith the patient but in three instances they i•rer'e. 
taken and placed in the safe with the other valuables. 
Dentures were left with the . patient unless she was very confused 
and might misplace them. All dentures were required to be marked 1·rith an 
identifying number in the dental office. Again the decision, as to ~h9ther 
they stay on the ward or be sent to the Treasurer's Office, was left to 
the supervisor. 
The patients admitted to Ogden I were tired, and exhausted by the:ir 
trip from home or another hospital so they were allowed to rest before 
being given a bath. Persons who were 75 or older were automatically 
placed on the danger list by the admitting physician who on three 
occasions did a physical examination on the patient as soon as the pat:lent 
was settled in bed. 
Lincoln I 
Seven admissions to Lincoln I were observed. 
Two male ambulance cases were admitted to Lincoln I, which seemed to 
have beds in readiness for the new arrivals. There were no crib beds on 
the ward and the need for them seemed not to exist. Litter cases were 
placed in bed and their possessions checked and listed. The superviso:r 
examined the patients for bruises and deformities while the attendants 
prepared to take the Temperature, Pulse and Respiration. Two of the 
attendants had watches. Three timed the pulse by watching the second 
hand of the wall electric clock. One attendant wiped the thermometer 
on the bedspread anti placed it in the alcohol jar on the thermometer 
tray. 1\ro other s took the Temperature, Pulse and Respiration of a patient: 
one counted the pulse while the other inserted the thermometer and counted. 
the respirations by the ,.Jall clock. The physician on four occasi ons 
examined the patient as soon as he l'ras admitted, delaying the supervisors 
from finishing his part of the procedure. In four cases the bath was 
postponed till the patient was rested but on once occasion, when the 
attendant had started to give the patient a bed bath, the charge attendant 
told him to leave it and to go to the pharmacy for a new medication. The 
attendant put a gown on the patient, covered him with the bedding and went 
on the errand, leaving the bathing equipment on the bedside table. 
Five ambulatory geriatric patients were taken to Lincoln I. They 
\vere brought to the '<lard examination room in wheelchairs, if they l'Tere 
unable to l·talk. Four of them were processed in the customary manner. 
One of these ambulatory patients was an old man l'rhose clothing "ras tattered 
and very dirty. He was seated on a stool in the center of t he examination 
room and stripped. His person >ms also ve~/ dirty. His clothing ;.ras 
droDped on the floor as it l'Tas removed. The supervisor examined him for 
scars and bruises and proceeded to make out the admission record. Two 
attendants started to examine the clothing for possible valuables or the 
presence of vermin. In going through the pockets they discovered four 
wallets bulging with dollar bills. The wallets and the money were also 
very dirty. 
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In their surprise at finding the money and curiosity as to the total 
amount, they seemed to forget the patient 1"ho still disrobed, sat looking 
rather dismayed at the sight of the attendants searching for his hidden 
treasures. After counting the contents of one wallet the supervisor 
noticed that the old fellow had nothing on and directed the attendant to 
"put a gown on him, take him to the bathroom and give him a good bath. 
He's filthy". 
The patient \'Ias given a bath \-rhile the rest of the more than ~~8,000.00, 
was counted and recounted before being taken to the Treasurer's office. 
After ascertaining that there .. ~s no more money hidden in it, the clothing 
was discarded and a statement of that fact made on the record. 
After his bath and shampoo the patient was placed in bed, and given 
a glass of eggnog. After he restE;d a l'lhile the barber gave him a shave 
and hair cut. 
Sometime later the supervisor told t he old fellm., that his money 
,,~s placed in a bank and that he could have it \men he \oras ready to go 
home. The patient smiled, thanked the supervisor and stated t hat he had 
been worried because he thought the men had stolen it. 
Talbot I 
The five patients admitted to Talbot were transfers from other 
hospitals. They were accompanied by .the Transfer Agent, a person employed 
by the State to transport patients and their .possessions from one hospital 
to another. The transfer agent always seemed to be in a hurry, expressed 
annoyance at the delayed arrival of the admitting physician, and left 
immediately after the transfer papers were checked. Patients' records 
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l'rere brought ldth the patient and the doctor read them before asking the 
patient questions about his history in 3 out of 5 instances. 
In all but two occasions, transfers to Talbot I were brought in one 
at a time, but once two came together and once three were brought sim-
ultaneously. All of them arrived between 10:00 A.M. and 12:00 m. l~en 
the patient was a single admission he was taken to the bathroom, undressed, 
examined for bruises and deformities. After his bath and shampoo, his 
nails were trimmed and he was given pajamas, a robe and socks. He was 
weighed and measured and assigned to a bed where his Temperature, Pulse 
and Respir ation 't"ffiS taken. Vfuen two patients came at the same time they 
were taken:·directly to their room and undressed. One was taken to the 
bathroom vrhile the other was placed in bed. This one was removed again 
to be weighed and measured and returned a second time to bed where his 
temperature, pulse and respiration were taken. \tJhen the first patient 
returned from having a bath, the second patient ~ms taken to the bathroom. 
The first patient then was weighed, measured, and placed in bed. His 
temperature 't"ffiS being taken when the physician entered the room to do 
the physical examination. By the time the second patient returned from 
the bathroom, t he doctor was ready to examine him. The doctor had hardly 
started when the food trucks arrived and the attendants had to leave the 
room, to get the dinner trays set up and served to the rest of the ward, 
leaving t he supervisor to assist the doctor vTith the examination. 
When the three admissions.were brought, one was taken immediately to 
the bathroom and given a bath. The second sat in a chair just outside 
of the bathroom and the third sat in the office, waiting to be disrobed 
and bathed. The supervisor checked t he one in the bathroomfor bruises etc. 
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then went outside to where the second patient sat and asked him his name. 
The charge attendant came to the supervisor asking ~mere she v-rould put 
these patients since she had only two empty beds~ The supervisor told her 
that a bed would have to be brought from the storeroom and set up in the 
center of the ward, that since the patients didn't look too sick, the 
bed assignment could '\'Tait till after dinner ,:.that · the food truck had 
already arrived and the food had to be served before it got cold. 'I'he 
first and second patients were taken to the ward, seated by the empty 
beds and served dinner. In the office the doctor was scanning the records 
which accompanied the patients, the supervisor vrn.s making out the admission 
records and the third patient sat at a desk eating his meal. 
With the interruption of the noon meal and the necessity of getting a 
bed from the storeroom, three hours elapsed between the arrival of the 
patient and the time he was placed in bed. The supervisor com::-D.ented that 
had she knovm three patients were to be admitted she would have had the 
beds r eady and avoided this extra 1fmrk load at t he busiest time of the day. 
The new patients' clothing had already been marked. This helped to 
identify the patients and eliminated the necessity of its being done at 
1rlebster Hospital. 
The Supervisor took the valuables to the Treasurer's office, put the 
recor ds on the doctor's desk and notified the laboratory that three new 
patients were to have blood chemistry tests on the following morning. 
Talbot II 
Only one transfer to Talbot II was observed. She was reported to 
have been a deaf-mute and mentally retarded. She vras disrobed in the bath-
room in preparation for her bath. The doctor arrived to do a physical 
examination on her so she was given a gown and robe and taken to the 
treatment room. The physician was able to communicate a little with her 
by means of signs. She spoke a few words in answer to his signals. She 
was returned to the bathroom. She was weighed and her temperature, pulse 
and respiration ta.ken and she vms given a bath and shampoo. A spray at 
the end of a · hose (attached to a shampoo slab) was used to fill the tub 
and to rinse the patient's hair. The patient was assisted from the tub, 
dried thoroughly and dressed. The supervisor came in to see how the bath 
was progressing. She told the attendant to give the patient a bed :in the 
wing since she was an ambulatory case. Her clothing already marked, was 
checked and put in a locker. 
Charts on Admission Wards 
"Seven day notesn were part of the admission procedure. These notes 
written on the regular hospital chart included the record of the tempera-
ture, pulse, respiration, medication, nutrition and physical corldition on 
the front of the page, and the patient's behavior and interpersonal re-
lationhsips on the back. These notes were written by ward personnel and 
placed in the patient 1 s permanent record at the end of the patient 1 ::> first 
vreek in the hospital. 
Examination of these charts showed that notations on the back rNere 
essentially the same a.s the comments on the front 1..rith the exception of 
references regarding hoN well the patient ate his food. Physical symptoms 
were rarely ever mentioned. Descriptions of the patient's behavior were 
made in terms of such generalizations as .to give litt le or no inkling of 
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what really took place. "Patient deluded and hal"! ucinated. 11 There \'lere 
instances where statements were contradictory, e.g., "the pat;ient is a 
deaf -mute but Y.ri.ll talk if spoken to directly". "The patient 1-ra.s quiet 
and cooperative. Sedation given." 1-'Iany charts ( 17) '\'Tere made up 
almost entirely of "Quiet and cooperative . Ate well. Slept well. 11 
Four patients, -vrhose behavior caused considerable commotion on the l'rard, 
were listed as "restless, and uncooperative". References to the patient's 
sociability were made on five charts and samples of conversation or trend 
of thought were never found. On twelve charts words were abbreviated so 
that the report read, "S. well all noc." On one ward reports for all 
three shifts 1'lere written on the chart b'.r the charge attendant on the day 
shift and notations had no signature. On one ward the graphic temperature 
sheets vtere not made but on another they were very well done. On one ward 
the notations one the back for the entire seven days took up less than 
half a page in 9 out of 13 charts. 
Records are often offered as evidence in court. These records could 
hardly be accepted as legitimate documents. There was no evidence that 
supervisors ever checked these records, otherwise hm·r did such charts 
reach the record room! Much instruction and close observation is nE)Cessary 
to brL~g future records up to par, to make them effective so that the 
physician will regard it as >-rorthwhile to read them. 
Sex 
1:-lale 
Female 
Total 
TABLE I 
Patients Admitted between July 1 - October 15, 1955 
ih ter.ms wards, sex and numbers admitted 
Number Patients Admitted to 
69 Kellogg I 
Lincoln I 
Talbot I 
72 Allan I 
Ogden I 
Talbot II 
Cooledge II 
141 
Taken from Records of Webster Hospital 
90 
Number Admitted 
' 
47 
17 
5 
60 I 
9 
2 
1 
141 
TABLE II 
Classification of Committment in terms of type of Committment, sex and 
number of patients admitted from July 1, - _October 15, 1954 
Type. of Committment Number Admitted 
Men lvomen 
!d 
Regular 6 9 
Observation 4 11 
Temporary Care 50 46 
Voluntary 0 3 
Court Indictment 9 3 
Total 69 72 
Taken from records of Webster Hospital. 
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TABLE III 
Frequency of Admissions in ter.ms of the number of 
admissions which occurred each day 
Number Admitted Number of Days 
Per Day Each Number 
Admitted 
0 29 
1 40 
2 21 
3 s 
5 2 
7 1 
Taken from the records of Webster Hospital. 
e • e 
TABLE IV 
Comparison of Admission Routine Performance by Supervisors i n Terms of Sex, Number, Procedure 
Procedures 
Sex Number of g , 
Cases Cll •rl ~ ~ Q) 
~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 Cll ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ p... Cll ~ ~ '0 •.-1 Q) Q) 0 ~ Cll a r:Q Q) r-1 ~ :S ~ (!) ·rl r:Q ~ '0 Q) ~ ~ Q) P. •rl +I Q) Q) 
.a ~ Q) '0 ~ § •rl 0 ~ £ Cll b!l Q) '0 ~ ~ 0 ~ Q) ~ 8 Cll ·~ .~ qj ~ ai Cll :5 ·rl ·~ ~ 0 C) st b!l 0 •rl g. ~ C) ~ Cll Cll Ct bO +' C) Cll Q) 4-l Q) Cll ~ Q) 4-l ·.-1 4-l Q) ,...., .s ~ Cll Cll 0 .:1 ~ 3 ..c:l ~ CD A 0 Cl) 0 0:: Cl) < f£1 < ~ p... 0 p... 
··' 
t - t - t - t - t - t - t - t - t - t - t 
Male 
Supervisors 25 0 25 0 25 0 25 *0 12 18 7 6 19 13 12 
4 .,{) 4 21 14 11 25 
Female 
Supervisors 25 25 0 20 5 20 5 20 -1:-Q 0 25 10 15 7 18 6 1{] 10 15 10 15 25 
Total 50 25 25 20 30 20 3C 20 12 18 32 16 34 lfo 30 10 0 14 36 24 26 50 
t - Performed 
Omitted 
* - No luggage 
1'" - No dentures 
Taken from Records of Webster Hospital 
Cll 
~ 
Q) 
:S 
0 
,...., 
,...., 
< 
-
0 
0 
0 
\,£) 
\...> 
e 
TABLE V 
A Comparison of Admission Routines in Terms of Sex, Type of Ward, Number of Observations, and 
Quality of Nursing Procedure.* 
Temperature 
Handling Admission Pulse 
. of Clothine Valuable:: Baths Pac-k Respiratior Chart:: Orientation 
' 
~$ ~ ~ 0 ..., 0 ~ 0 '0 '0 ..., ..., 'II ~ 2! '0 ~ ~ OfH '0 (J) Ul 'II Ul r.t (J) 'II ]~ ·r-4 fH ·r-4 (J) ~ 0.. Ul ~ Ul+l Ul (J) ·~ n r.t J ~ Sex Type Ward ·r-4 (J) •rl 'II '0 r.t.O g. r.t J ~ r.t r.t ~ ~g -~ Cl) ~ ..., Ul 0 •r-l 0 0.. g "@ 0 •rl lg -~ :§ g ctl g t! :5 .r1- t£ 0 rd 0 :c. o cl) IX. p IX. p., IX. z 
Male General Kello::t!l I 13 6 6 1 13 0 8 h 1 13 1 13 4 5 
Geriatric Lincoln I 7 3 3 1 7 1 1 5 7 2 2 3 7 7 
Tuberculosis Talbot I . 5 5 5 5 5 J 2 5 5 -
Total 25 14 9 2 25 14 5 6 25 18 4 3 25 4 111 7 
FemalE General Allan I 19 13 6 19 15 3 1 12 7 1~ 1 1 19 2 17 
Geriatric Ogden I _5 4 1 5 5 5 2 3 5 5 
Tuberculosis Taloot II 1 1 .L .1 ~ 1 1 1 
Total 25 14 10 1 25 16 3 6 12 13 18 6 1 19 6 2 18 5 
Total 50 28 15 3 50 0 30 81~ 12 38 18 lC 4 0 19 31 0 6 32 12 
--- --
* Taken from records of Webster Hospital 
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CHAPTER III 
Analysis According to "P 0 S D C 0 . R B"l 
To bring the findings of the investigation into sharper focus an, 
analysis according to the elements of administrative function was made. 
Planning 
Patients l'fere admitted at any hour of the day or night whether the 
admission ward had vacancies or not. The head nurse ~~s responsible for 
leaving one vacant bed for a possible admission during the night. Allan I 
and Kellogg I usually had 5 to 6 vacant beds each evening, but Lincoln I 
and Ogden I '\'rere so filled that more than one could not be managed easily. 
\~en two or more admissions occurred during the evening or night, the 
later arrivals had to \'fait till a less sick individual vras moved to 
another area and the bed made up ".rith fresh bedding. 
The hospital usually received no advanced notice that a patient was 
to be admitted. Occasionally a physician Nould call to make arrangements 
for one of his patients to be admitted, but he seldom mentioned the day 
or time, and frequently the patient about whom he called, failed to arrive. 
Since Webster Hospital was a tax supported insitution it could not 
refuse admission to residents of its designated district. Thirty-fi"l.re 
percent of t he persons admitted were over 60 years of age. Old persons 
became increasingly more infirm and few got well enough to leave the 
hospital so plans for a new Geriatric unit were being formulated, in order 
:tFiner, H, Administration and the Nursing Service, New York: The macMillan 
Company, 1952, p. 172 11 --Posdcorb consists of the initials of a number 
of words" used to classify administrative or management functions as 
indicated by side headings. 
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to relieve the pressure of overcrowding on Ogden I and Lincoln I. 
At the beginning of the study no plans were made as to vmat patient 
could be moved should it become necessary to do so during the evening. 
The decision was left to the charge nurse (attendant) or sometimes to 
the supervisor. This should have been prearranged by the Ward Head Nurse 
before she left for the evening, to prevent over-taxing the strength of 
the patient on the litter waiting for a bed. 
There were not enough crib beds. Crib beds had been purchased and 
they \'rere st-acked av.ray in the storeroom. Interdepartmental planning was 
used to get these cribs out of storage and up on the wards. 
Plans for checking the admission transportation equipment did not 
exist and occasionally the tvheelchair and litter carriage were missing 
when needed. After the first survey the Nursing Office secretary 1<Ta.S 
assigned to check the equipment, and replenish supplies in the Admission 
Room. 
''Admission Packs" were usually available (occasionall;r not) on 
Allan I. Kellogg I had no such prepared b~dle. Admission physical exam-
inations were to be done soon after admission. Sometimes they were not 
done during the first 24 hours after admission. To correct this situation 
arrangements were made to set up an examination unit in the Admission Room 
so that physical examinations could be done as soon as the patient 1~as 
admitted and the packs were no longer necessary. 
New patients were permitted to launder their own lingerie but no 
provision was made for drying it. A wooden clothes dryer was brought 
to the ward from the salvage room. An electric washer and dryer are about 
to be installed. 
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Nursing procedures were frequently started before all the necessa~ 
equipment was at hand. Employees have been instructed to have everything 
ready before they start a procedure. Defective equipment was not re-
placed although ne"'..r items were available. Routine weekly inspection tours 
might eliminate this situation. 
The vlard service 1-.ras not notified vmen transferred patients were 
about to be admitted. The administration could pass this information 
on to the supervisors since such transfers are arranged in the State 
Department off ice. 
Organization 
All supervisors were general supervisors, one assigned t o a specific 
area (T B). "Day'"supervisors rotated on the morning and evening shifts. 
"Night 11 supervisors were stationary. Vlhatever supervisor answered the 
phone was the one "'vho admitted the patient. Head nurses and charge att-
endants '\'lere assigned to definite wards. Attendants were also assigned 
to definite areas, but due to vacations and illness frequent changes were 
necessary. This arrangement led to over lapping and duplication and at 
times confusion. Head nurses and attendants performed identical tasks. 
Directions by one supervisor were sometimes countermanded by another and 
the attendant 'tvas left in a quandry as to 'Nhose orders to follow. 
Plans are undert·ray to reorganize the supervisory pa,ttern from a per-
pendicular organizational structure to a broad horizontal one in which each • 
supervisor will be responsible for a definite area, and will have authority 
over a designated group of nursing personnel. 
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Policies >·rere not written and so there were inconsistencies in the 
manner in vmich they 1.-rere carried out, and supervisors sometimes failed 
to check on employee performance. Clearly written, well defined policies 
and effective supervision will do much to eliminate confusion and to bring 
perforruance up to standard. 
There 1.1as no organized plans for giving comfort or assistance to 
distressed relatives who accompanied new patients. Some obviously needed 
support. Some l"tere given advice but most of them were dismissed without 
comment. Information pamphlets describing hospital policies, visiting 
hours, etc., would help if the physician did not have tL~e for lengthy 
discussion. 
Staffing 
The staffing situation was far from ideal. Due to vacations and ill-
ness often there was only one supervisor on the Female Service. This was 
usually the case on the 3 - 11 shift. The Male supervisor usually had an 
assistant (a charge attendant). Female supervisor, on the 7- 3 shift 
somet~~es had an assistant (a psychiatric attendant nurse). One super-
visor for 835 female patients and one for 550 men patients was spreading 
the supervision rather thin. 
During admissions which took an average of 1! hours of supervisor's 
time, and when there v-.ras only one supervisor on duty, t he remainder of 
the service was without supervision, except for telephone contact. 
This dearth of supervision was still further complicated when ad-
missions occur red during meal hours (11:30 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. and 4:30 P.M. -
6:00 P .u.) because during these hour s some of the l'iard personnel were in 
the cafeteria, some on the \vard and some off the v.rards for their own lunch 
time. \fuen the supe!'Visor had to call for assistance from the Hard to 
help vrlth an admission, ward coverage was further depleted. 
Reorganization of the Supe!'Visor.y personnel and the addition of super-
visor-.f positions would alleviate some of t he staffing difficulty. 
During the second survey most of the attendant vacancies were filled 
and two more registered nurses were employed. These additions eased the 
situation somewhat, but many more are still needed. 
One physician on duty on Wednesday (Clinic Day - other physicians at 
clinic) v1as far from sufficient since more admissions occurred on Wednesday 
than any other day. Wednesday was also a visiting day and many inte!'Views 
\vere usually arranged for Wednesday afternoon to be done by the doctor 
on duty. 
~1/hen patients were admitted after 9:00 P.M., both supervisory and 
ward personnel were concerned about not getting off on time. This was a 
problem because some were depending on others for transportation to their 
homes in\iistant towns. There was no public transportation available . 
More personnel on the 3 - 11 shift ''~ould have deminished this problem. 
Direction 
Dur ing admissions specific instructions about patient care >-Tere 
seldom given. Generally the only orders were "Take him (her) to -----." 
The physician occasionally wrote "Suicidal - watch closely," on the 
admission card. Supervisors were unhappy about the lack of direction 
but did not question or ask for directions. 
Decisions as to whether a patient was allowed to keep or be deprived 
of his glasses, dentures or coins for cigarettes were made by the super-
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visors. They were inconsistent in their directions in this area. Consist-
ent policies should be made and carried out . 
Supervisors also decided whether a patient was to have a tub, shower 
or bed bath. Directions were given in generalities, not checked to insure 
they '1.-tere understood by the attendants; and not checked to ascertain the 
quality of performance in some cases. More attention should be paid. to 
the giving of directions and instructions, to be sure the end results 
't.1ill be ~mat the supervisor ~dshes the attendant to do. A concentrated 
effort to bring about more effective communication has been initiated 
among the supervisory and head nurse personnel. 
Reticence in questioning physicians ~eemed to be a hangover from old 
authoritarian days. Even in a permissive atmosphere tradition is 
difficult to break down. Continued effotts in this area ~dll eventually 
wipe out the verbal barriers between the medical and nursing disciplines . 
Coordination 
The practice of borrovTing "admission" wheelchair or litter resulted 
in failure to have the chair or litter available vrhen needed for a new 
admission. Transportation equipment must be returned in~ediately. 
It should be checked frequently to be sure it is available and in good 
condition. 
Coordination and cooperation between the male and female services 
was usually good . Male help came promptly when asked for assistance, 
although two of them grumbled about it . 
Better coordination and communication between the 3 - 11 and the 
11 - 7 personnel would have eliminated some of the pressure to have the 
admission 11 finished 11 by 11 P.M. Each shift should be able to pick up 
where the other leaves off because effective service permits of no sharp 
dichotomy between shifts. 
In setting up the Examination unit in the Admission Room, there was 
splendid coordination among practicaliy every department. Physicians 
donated instruments, the Steward procured a table and cabinet from "liar 
Surplus". The l1aintenance Department repaired and refinished (like new) 
cabinets and tables and made a clothing truck. The Housekeeping depart-
ment made curtains, screens, and hung them, and a patient made a picture 
for the room, while working the Occupational Therapy .Shop. The spirit 
with 1mich all concerned cooperated to make the Admission Room more 
attractive and efficient was very heartening and did much to foster good 
interdepartmental relationships. 
Reporting 
Verbal communication bet~reen the doctor and the nursing personnel 
during admissions, was practically nil except l'lhen the supervisor "Tas told 
to which ward the patient was to be assigned. Supervisor did not ask for 
directions. "Remarks" on Admission cards gave very little information 
other than "Paranoid", "Suicidal -watch closely", "Depressed", etc. 
These cards were usually the only information the ward personnel received 
about the new patient. If the supervisor had listened to the interView 
between the doctor and the patient, she or he could have gleaned something 
of the patient's problem and some hints as to what kind of behavior to 
expect from t he patient but except in a few instances this information 1ms 
not passed on to the ward personnel. Nurses and attendants often felt 
frustrated and uncertain as to how to proceed 1trhen directions were not 
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passed on. 
The clothing record on the admission sheet was made out in deta.il 
by the Female Supervisors but the f~e Supervisors only recorded the number 
of items for each category of clothing. · Both Ivlale and .female supervisors 
gave detailed description of valuables but only Female Supervisors asked 
the patient to sign (iLable). 
It was very important to have a very detailed description of the 
clothing and valuables because occasionally relatives mistakenly claimed 
personal belongings vmich were never brought to the hospital. This 
detailed record was a protection to the hospital and to the supervisor. 
The clothing sheet contained many items of articles not curr ently in 
fashion and lacked some now in use, therefore, the whole admission clothing 
record should be revised to bring it up to date and should be so structured 
that it can be made out in triplicate in order to eliminate having to be 
copied in the I•Iarking Room and again on the 1-ffi.rd when the clothing are 
returned after being marked. 
The ''7 day11 charts 1.-rere as varied as the number of \<Tards which made 
them. Nurses 1 notes were the same on the front and back of the sheet, 
a needless duplication. The front of the sheet l •Tas designed for physical 
symptoms and signs, and the back for behavior. If behavior l'ras described, 
it was generalized so it gave no hint as to >vhat actually took place., 
Often the entries were inconsistent e.g. "Patient is mute, speaks only 
when spoken to directly. 11 11Patient quiet and cooperative. Given a 
sedative." Clues given by patients during conversation or by their action 
were either entirely unnoticed by the employees or at least, not considered 
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important enough to be recorded. 1'Iuch information 1mich could aid the 
physician in diagnosing the patient's condition or assist in treating the 
same, \'Tas lost through this lack of a'\'rareness of the importance of report-
ing behavior and conversation to the physician. 
On one '\>lard the day charge attendant wrote the notes for all three 
shifts. This was done because it >vas believed that only t he day employees 
could make 11 decent" charts. Employees on all shifts should be taught 
what to look for and how to record it correctly. 
F'et·l employees signed records. Records "t>lithout signatures are not 
legal. 
It loTas obvious that in the matter of records, much effort was needed 
to bring the performance up to standard, to bring about eff ective report-
ing, to improve t r1e service to the patients. This should be a subject 
for in-service education at all levels of rank in the Nursing Service. 
Budgeting 
Crib beds were urgently needed. They had been purchased but were 
stored and could not be placed on the ward because they were too 1·lide to 
go through one door. Through the cooperation of the l~intenance Department 
a partition l•ras removed and the cribs installed. 
Defective equipment '\tTas not turned in for replacement, although 
new instruments were available. 
Budgets must be submitted t\"To years ahead. Money for new equipment 
was not available if it \'las not budgeted. As a result, considerable time 
must elapse before changes can be put into effect • . In:.order to change 
the Admission Room vdthout waiting two years for an appropriation, 
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discarded furniture vm.s reconditioned to look like new. Drapes and 
furnishings were made from stock already on hand and some equipment obtained 
from the 11\'far Surplus". These thingq together vdth donations of instruments 
from the staff saved the hospital considerable money, and made an attactive 
Admission Room which seemed to please both the new patients and the staff, 
and to improve the service to the patient since treatments were started 
earlier, patient 's clothin~ received better handling and were marked sooner 
than tmder the older system. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Group Discussion of the Admission Incidents 
To determine whether Group discussion of the admission incidents 
can be used as a tool to bring about improvement in the admissions procedure 
was the next step in the investigation. 
Notes made during admissions were developed into narratives describing 
the incidents as closely as possible. These narratives were read and 
discussed in detail by Supervisors and Head Nurses during their weekly 
group meetings, "to get them to recognize for themselves the elements in 
the situation. 111 Attendance at these meetings was voluntary, they were 
conducted on hospital time. The overlap between shifts liaS only a half 
hour. Since no one was allowed to be on duty more than eight hours a day 
it was impossible to have employees from all three shifts at the group 
meetings. However, two of the evening supervisors requested and were given 
permission to attend. None of the late night personnel 1>rere present but 
they requested copies of the incidents and a report of the discussions. 
The head nurse group (7 members) met only 12 times due to the pressure 
of ward activity but the supervisor group (10 members) met regularly and 
consistently every 111eek for 24 weeks although occasionally one person 
l-ras called from ihe session to care for an emergency. Each sessi on >vas 
scheduled for one hour. 
In the narratives, the names of the personnel and patients '-rer e 
changed so that, except for the observer and t he supervisor involved, the 
!Andrews, K. R., The Case Method of Teaching, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard 
University Press, 1953, p. 21. 
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identity of tre "characters" was not easily descernable and one heard "Who 
is it?" "Who admitted her?" whispered through the group. The supervisors 
(5 persons) involved remained silent during the discussion but the 5 
others defended their actions or explained some detail vmich the others 
questioned. In three instances the person involved led the criticism 
of the action, to bririg out the true reaction of the group. In 20 of the 
meetings, the discussion vms lively, uninhibited and pertinent. There 
were some differences of opini.on about what was wrong in a situation, 
what the probable cause was and what steps could be taken to correct the 
error but usually there was considerable agreement on the major issues. 
e.g. The action of the supervisor, i.vho directed that a suicidal patient 
be given a 11 strong mattress and blanket, 11 was criticised. Six supervisors 
commented that he should have permitted the patient to have a bed tmtil 
he gave evidence that he >-rould try to further injure himself. Four felt 
that the supervisor had acted wisely in taking this precaution. After 
much debate it was concluded that the patient should have been given a 
bed ~~ich should be removed only if the patient tried to use it to injure 
himself; that close observation would have been less discomforting to the 
patient than the absence of the bed. 
Eight supervisors and 5 head nurses found the sessions stimulating 
and informative and suggested that the narratives be discussed in attendant 
groups. There vrere 5 areas where the . technique observed on the male 
service differed from that carried out on the female wards. The advantages 
and disadvantages of eacr.. were pointed out and there ~~~as agreement that 
the technique should be alike on both serviees wherever it was at all 
possible, for example handling of luggage, description of clothing. 
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Male supervisors were of the opinion that detailed description of 
patient's clothing and valuables were superfluous. Female supervisors 
pointed out the value of this policy should a relative enter a claim for 
an article not entered on the patient's record. 
An example 1·ras cited of an instance when a relative claimed j&2, 500.00 
worth of jewelry. No jewelry was listed on the admission record. Investi-
gation shmved that it had never been transferred to \'lebster, but \'tas 
still in the safe of a hospital in a neighboring to\'m. The example 
convinced the Hale supervisors of the 11-rorth of detailed descriptions. 
The discussions served not only as a medium of critical evaluation 
of gaps between standard procedure and performance but also as an in~trument 
to remove the film of disuse from the stockpile of forgotten academi.c and 
technical lmowledge and to add bright touches of new developments to 
augment long established practices. Cases in point were a review of the 
method of converting centigrade temperature to Fahrenheit; and the 
changes in nursing care due to recent advances in chemptherapy and biology. 
The multifacet problem of interpersonal relations and its ramifica-
tions into the lives of patient, doctor, nurse or ela.tive, occupied a 
prominent place among the subjects discussed. Arguments about what is 
11 permiss ive11 and >mat 11 laissez faire", and the seeming inconsistency of the 
admonition, "Don't become too familiar with the patientn and nGive. him 
plenty of tender, loving care," waxed loud and long, till agreement was 
reached as to what 1-1as in keeping irlth good psychiatric nursing principles. 
Technical differences were resolved b3r reference to text books and 
scientific literature. The dynamics underlying patients' behavior and 
clarification of psychiatric concepts absorbed a considerable amount of 
attention. 
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Anecdotes of hapnenings which led to the adoption of certain hospital 
policies were offered in their defense when they were challenged as out-
moded (clothing records) or cumbersome, (taking temperatures rectally), 
and frequently were the means of dissolving the opposition or stimulating 
suggestions for grea.ter facility in their implementation. 
Records, in particular, nurses' notes on the patients' charts , and 
the descriptions of clothing and valuables were discussed in minute detail. 
Lists of items and observations to be recorded ·t-rere made, clarified by 
the group and copies placed on the l'rards as guides for quick reference, e. g. 
Questions to guide observations. 
1. Facial Expressions 
a. Does he make faces, grimaces? 
b. Does he look happy, sad, suspicious, fearful? 
2. Posture 
a. Does he stand erect or stooped, rigid or relaxed? 
b. Does he sit erect or slouched, rigid or relaxed? 
c. Does he sit with knees up under chin and head bent? (fetal 
positi on) 
d. Does he stay in one position for long periods? 
3. Mannerisms 
Does he have nervous ticks or movements? e.g. - Does he scuff 
his feet before starting to walk? Does he walk around a 
chair before sitting in it? 
Individual group members developed narratives from their own obser-
vations of admissions and these in turn ,.rere subjected to group scrutiny. 
Staffing and supply problems were considered to be of such magnitude 
as to require further investigation and study as soon as possible. 
Reorganization of the Admission office was discussed and pl anned in 
detail and arrangements with other departments set in motion to bring 
about the proposed changes for improved service to the patient, 1~th the 
least possible expenditure of money. 
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.CHAPTER V 
Resurvey 
From the foregoing report it can be noted that there were good factors 
as well as undesirable elements in aiding the patient and his family to 
adjust. Six months later a resurvey was made to determine if modifications 
were effective. 
The second survey covered tl1e period January 1, through April 15, 1955, 
which was a similar amount of time as in the first survey. 
The staffing pattern was as follo"VTS: Seven psychiatrists, one patholo-
gist, one medical specialist. The clinical directorship was still vacant. 
On the Nursing service there were 20 registered nurses - 7 vacancies, 5 
attendant supervisors; 3 psychiatric (attendant) nurses; 47 charge atten-
dants; 150 attendants, 4 vacancies (lS still in other departments). 
The vacation schedule was light but the amount of absence due to illness 
was high. 
There were 124 admissions, 67 males and 57 females. Of the males 
43 were admitted to Kellogg I; 21 to Lincoln I, 3 to Talbot I. Of the fe-
males 40 were a~mdtted to Allan I; 10 to Ogden I; 7 to Talbot II. The 
ages of the ne"'r<ly admitted patients ranged from 17 to 84 among t he men 
and 17 to 93 among the women. The mean age for men was 48.S and for 
women was 48.0. 
One man and 7 women 1-vere 11Regular Committments, Eight men and nine 
"VTomen l'Tere committed on 110bservation, 50 men and 38 women 'tlrere on 11 Tem-
porary Care, one man and one 11oman were on "Voluntary, 7 men and 2 women 
were court indicted and detained for observa.tion.1 
TJJepartment of 1-iental Health Handbook, pp. 31. (name omitted to shield id.) 
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The daily rate of admissions was as follows: Twenty-seven days, no 
admissions; 35 days, one admission; 19 days, two admissions, and 9 days, 
three admission. 
There were 27 admissions on Tuesday; 23 on Friday; 19 on Saturday; 
18 on Thursday; 16 each on Monday and Wednesday and .5 on Sunday. 
Sixty-eight admissions occurred on the 7 - 3 shift; 54 on the 3 - 11 
shift and 8 on the 11 - 7 shift. Thirty-seven {30-·percliirit) occurred 
between 11:00 A.H. and 1:00 P.U.; 17 (14,percent) occurred betV'leen 
4:00 P.M. and 6:00P.M. 
Of the 124 admissions 25 (12 men and 13 women) were observed. 
The observations were made on those admissions which occurred between 
8 :00 A. I-1 . and 5:00 P.M. Police and court officers accompanied the patients. 
Relatives came ,.fith 8 patients. The attitude of ten police and two court 
officers seemed indifferent although they voiced the opinion that the 
rearrangement of the Admission Room looked much better and more like a 
hospital. Six relatives seemed distressed by the experience of bringing 
a dear one to the hospital. They needed emotional support. Three '\·ramen 
escorts were on the verge of tears, and spoke with crackling voices when 
asked questions. Men 1 s voices were more steady but three nervously tapped 
the floor with their feet or twirled their hats on their fD1gers . Fare-
wells were usually (7 out of 8 times) tearful. 
All of the doctors introduced themselves. One doctor was business-
like but not unfriendly. All the other doctors seemed more cordial. 
They greeted the patients warmly and talked to them in a friendly manner. 
The v-toman physician was always very gracious and warm toward the patients 
and relatives. 
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I Doctors seemed enthusiastic about the new arrangement in the 
-. r= 
Admission 
I Room. They commented that th~ could do a much more satisfactory examina-
tion and that treatment of physical ailments could be started earlier, 
as soon as the patient arrived on the ward. 
Patients seemed to realize that they were in a hospital not under 
arrest and they were more cooperative than \'las the case when they "'rere 
undressed for physical examination on the vTard. Two patients who were 
readmitted commented on how much nicer the Admission Room is now than it 
formerly had been, and that they felt more at ease. 
Nursing personnel seemed more friendly towards the patients. Their 
attitude vTas warmer. They tried to engage t he patient in,· conversation 
about weather, vacations, etc. Supervisors were pleased to haYe "every-
thing to \'fork I'Jith" but two com11ented that although they liked the nm.; 
method, it took more of their time (average 2 hours as agajnst 1~ hours 
in the old method) but they all felt that it took up much less of the 
ward personnel's time and that the patient was getting better service. 
~fuile the initial interview was going on, the office secretary opened 
the cabinets and prepared the instrwnents and equipment for the physical 
examination. When the interview was finished the supervisor took the 
patient behind the screen and assisted him or her to undress •mile the 
secretary folded and listed the clothing and valuables. The clothing was 
placed in a clothing bag with the shoes on t he bottom, the coat next. 
and then the lighter \<reight articles and the hat on top. The bag tagged 
with the patient's name and was placed in the clothing truck. The super-
visor assisted the physician 'tdth the examination after l-.rhich the patient 
'\'ffi.S dressed in a gov.m, robe and terrycloth slipoers. (The admission nack 
I 
II 
I 
I 
i 
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was necessary because the gown and robe, etc., were kept in the cabinet 
in the admission room.) The doctor made out the admission card, the 
order sheet and gave verbal instructions to the supervisor. If something 
wasn't clear, the supervisor questioned the order. An attendant l-Tas 
called from Allan I or Kellogg I to accompany the patient to the 1vard. 
If the patient was unable to walk, he was placed in a wheelchair v-Tith a 
blanket over his legs. The wheelchairs were checked twice a day by the 
secretary. 
One patient brought in by the police in handcuffs was too disturbed 
to be admitted in the office. He was brought to the \-lard immediately. 
In the ward examination room, the police removed the handcuffs. The 
doctor examined t he patient, sutured up a laceration on the man's wrist, 
and gave him a sedative. He lvas disrobed, given pajamas and placed in 
I 
I 
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a room near the nursing office and watched closely. 
Both male and female supervisors entered descriptions of clothing and j1 
II valuables in minute detail. The make of the >ofatch ("Hamilton", 11\valtham", 
I 
etc.) was novl included. In describing wedding rings the approximate 
width of t he band and the presence or absence of engraving or initials 
were required. Both male and female patients "rer e permitted to keep :$1.00 
or less for cigarettes. Glasses and dentures were left with the patient 
unless he was confused. Male and female patients wer-e asked to sign the 
admission record. 
Luggage was inspected for money and j ewelry, etc., then closedy 
tagged and placed in the clothing truck which 't'ffi.S taken to the Marking 
Room by the off ice secretary as soon as the admission was finished. The 
secretary also prepared the room for the next aQmission. 
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Twenty-four times the supervisor put the valuables in the Treasurer's 
office >mile the secretary and the attendant were in the admission office. 
vJhen one patient became restless, he was taken to the ward and the super-
visor came back after the valuables which were left in the custody of 
the secretary. 
Convers~tion . enroute to the ward varied with each supervisor~ !{ale 
supervisors continued to be more friendly than the females. The female 
supervisors seemed slightly more cordial than in the first survey but 
one remained cautious and "professional." 
On the wards the patients were given a bath. Bath ther.mometers were 
used to test the temperature of the water. ~mle patients were given 
oajamas and slippers to replace the hospital gm~ and terry cloth boots. 
~ajamas and leather slippers were not part of the Admission Room supply 
due to the lack of space. Two male patients were permitted to have 
their own electric shavers but they had to be kept in the ward office 
>men not in use. 
After the bath, patients vtere oriented to the various sedtions of the 
w-ard. Rules and privileges were explai.11ed after \'lhich the nevt arrivals 
l'lere taken to the Day Room, and introduced to other patients. They were 
perrnitted to watch television, play card games, listen to the radio, read 
or just rest. 
Ambulance cases were admitted to the ward (Lincoln I and Ogden I) 
as in the first survey. On Ogden I a new head nurse and 2h crib beds 
helped alleviate the displacement of one patient to make room for another, 
although on two occasions one had to be moved to leave a bed ready for a 
possible admission during the night. 
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The charts and graphic sheets were more up to standard on both male 
and female services. On five occasions a notation about the patient's 
behavior was slipped in with the physical signs and symptoms and the old 
cliche' 11 Quiet and cooperative" was the only remark about the patient's 
behavior for that day, but on all but 3 others there were specific obser-
vations with examples of speech and action to amplify the connuents. There 
were still some abbreviations like 11noc. 11 and 11 coop. 11 , but they vmre only 
on three charts. All notations were signed by the writer and all charts 
were checked in the Nursing Office before being sent to the Record Room. 
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I TABLE VI 
e I 
Distribution of Admissions over the days of the week in terms of number 
admitted between July 1 - October 15, 1955 
and between January 1 - April 15, 1955 
July 1 January 1 
to to 
Days of the Week October 15 April 15 
1954 1955 
Number Number I Admitted Admitted 
Sundays 9 5 II 
Hondays 22 16 
I I Tuesdays 20 27 
32 16 
I 
Wednesdays 
Thursdays 24 18 
I Fridays 21 23 
Saturdays 13 19 I 
I Total 141 124 
I 
I 
-
Taken from records of Webster Hospital 
I 
' 
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TABLE VII I 
I e Admissions t o Webster Hospital in terms of sex, 
ward, percent and number 
I 
admitted between I 
I 
July 1 - October 15, 1954 and between January 1 - April 15, 1955 I 
I 
Sex Admitted to July 1 January 1 
to to 
October 15 April 15 
j! 1954 1955 
Number Percent Number Percent I Admitted Admitted 
I 
Male Kellogg I 47 33% 43 35% I Lincoln I 17 12% 21 17% 
Talbot I 5 4% 3 2% 
Female Allan I 60 42% 40 32% 
Ogden I 9 6% 10 S% 
Talbot II 2 2% 7 6% 
Cooledge II 1 1% 0 0 I 
Total 141 100% 124 100% I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
e I I I 
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TABLE VIII I I 
I 
e Classification of Cornmittment in terms of se~ type , and number admitted I 
between 
I 
July 1 - October 15, 1954 and between Janualy 1 - April 15, 1955 
July 1 January 1 
Sex Type t o to 
October 15 April 15 
1954 1955 
- I Number Number 
Admitted Admitted I I 
Male Regular 6 1 
Observation 4 g 
Temporary Care 50 50 I 
Voluntary 0 1 
Court Indictment 9 7 I 
I 
Female Regular 9 7 I 
Observation 11 9 I 
Temporary Care 46 3S 
Voluntary 3 1 
Court Indictment 3 2 
Total 141 124 
==l 
Taken from record of Webster Hospital 
e 
~ . 
I 
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CHAPTER VI 
Utilizing the H.esults of the Survey 
It was apparent that modifications were necessary and in an effort 
. I 
· to improve the service to the patients these changes were introduced.. 
W wooden clothes rack in good cindition was obtained from the 
furniture salvage room and placed on Allan I for use in drying the 
lingerie. An electric washer and dryer has been purchased and is about 
to be installed. 
Glass ash trays have been replaced by light weight metal and wooden 
ones. 
Broken bath thermometers were replaced by new ones. Nail clippers 
were placed on the wards which did not have them. Transporatation equip-
ment is regularly checked. Twenty-four ne\<r crib beds which had been in 
storage were taken out and put on Ogden I. This took considerable 
eff ort on t he part of the ~~tenance Department because the beds were 
too wide to pass through one "''rard door. In order to get the beds inl; the 
partition was taken down and the beds installed. 
Through the efforts of the Stewar d an examination table and 
sectioned cabinet were obtained from the "War Surplus. 11 The table "''Tas in 
excellent condition. The sectioned cabinet was in good condition but 
needed painting. A medicli1e cabinet was rescued from the discard room, 
went to the blacksmith shop for reconditioning, and it and the sectioned 
cabinet were painted white. All were placed in the admission room. J:<'ive 
foam rubber 'chair pads ,-;ere encased i n a firm cotton cover to make a 
comfortable examination table pad. rretty flowered cretonne curtains were 
'l 
I 
t 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
,I 
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made for the ~dndows by the Sewing Room. A draw screen of t he same materia 
was hung by the Housekeeping department and a picture of boats anchored 
at a wharf ;.ras painted for the room: by a male patient working in the 
Occupational Therapy Shop. Doctors contributed instruments rueh as a 
stethoscope, a percussion hammer, a sphygmomanometer, and a tuning fork. 
The Steward purchased an opthalmo-otoscope. other instruments were 
furnished by the operating room or the central supply room. The carpenter 
shop made a covered box on vmeels (clothing ~ruck) to transport the 
patient's clothes bundles to the Markillg Room. A floor lamp was 
donated by one of the supervisors. A reconditioned scale was obtained 
by t he assistant Steward and painted in the Paint Shop. The Sewing Room 
made special bags for the patient 1 s clothes and terry cloth booties for 
the patient 1 s feet. l''irm round paper cups replaced the envelope t ype ones. 
The sectioned cabinet was fitted with sheets, towels, patients' 
gowns, robes, blankets, and laundry bags. 
\Yhen the room was ready for operation, the furniture looked like 
new and gave the appearance of having been purchased specially f or that 
room and there was generaly interest in it since practically every depart-
ment had a part in the change and since the operation was executed w~thout 
a great expenditure of money and mostly from salvaged furniture. 
On the wards t here vras keener interest in supervising nursing pro-
cedures. Supervisors observed admissions, wrote up the incidents in narra-
tive f orm, and presented them for criticism at Supervisor's Discussion 
Group. 
Great er emphasis \~s placed on orienting the patient to t he ward 
and m..akL'1g him feel ,..relcome and comfortable. A concentrated eff ort 1-1as 
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made to improve the charting and reporting . Head Nurses and charge atten-
dants met in groups to discuss what and hov-r notations should be made . 
Questions to stimulate observations were distributed to ward personnel 
and a list of it.ems to be included in nurses notes vms placed under the 
glass of the -v;ard desks for quick refer·ence. Emphasis l'ras placed on 
specific observations rather than generalities. Physicians were asked 
to consult the charts more frequently, to spur the campaign for more 
effective reporting. 
The staffing situation had improved. Two physicians had returned 
from milita~J service. Two registered nurses were obtained for the even-
ing shift, one of them assisting the evening supervisor when necessa11r, 
and the attendant vacancies were reduced to a minimum. 
Ward personnel vTere asked to have watches l'Tith a second hand. Those 
attendants who needed more time to comply were given it in order not to 
create a hardship for employees ~Qth families. 
Physical examiriations were done in the admission room as soon as 
the doctor finished the initial interview and doctors order sheets were 
made out before the patient was brought to the ward. 
An information pamphlet to be given to ne>•T patients has been suggested 
and is being formulated by the Assistant Superintendent of t he hospital. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY 
The Study vras conducted to detem.ine if service to patients enter-
ing Webster Hospital could be improved through investigation of its 
admission routine. Between July 1, and October 15, 1954 there were 
141 admissions. Of these 50 were observed by t he writer. The observations 
were presented in narrative form to Supervisor and Head Nurse groups for 
their critical evaluation of personnel attitudes and technical performance. 
It was found that during the admissions the physicians lvere busin-
esslike and casual, and friendly in only seven instances and that male 
supervisors were more cordial than the female ones. 
A gap between the quality of performance and standard procedure was 
noted in such areas as orientation, handling and recording of patients 
clothing, the admission bath and the patient's charts. 
During group discussions of the incidents, supervisors and head 
nurses discovered for themselves these discrepancies and made suggestions 
for improving them. The discussions were excellent media for review of 
Nursing procedures, dynamics of behavior, cultural trends, religious 
customs, hospital policies and communications. Changes in the admission 
procedure were brought about through the cooperation of the various 
hospital departments. 
A second survey indicated that improvement had taken place. The 
admission room was equipped with an examination table and other 
clinic room furniture. The patients were given a physical examination 
I 
l 
,, 
I 
II 
I 
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as well as a psychiatric interview before being taken to the wards. 
Doctors and nursing personnel were more friendly. Patient's clothing was 
being carefully handled and was being marked on the day of admission 
(except late Saturday and Sunday) . The records were more complete. 
Orientation was improved and nursing procedures were reviewed with ward 
personnel to insure more accurate performance. 
1: 
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PROPOSALS 
Continued striving to achieve improvement of service to patients 
during admission might bring about: 
Greater cordiality on the part of all levels of personnel to make the 
patient feel that he is really welcome and that the employees are truly 
interested in his welfare. 
A room adjoining the admission examination room, where relatives 
could be intervie'\'red, out of hea.ring of the patient and 1-rhere some moral 
and emotional support could be given to them. 
Orientation aides in the form of markers for ward doors, e.g. 
11Lavatory11 , "Dining Room", etc. 
An information pamphlet for relatives and patients, describing the 
aims of the hospital, visiting hours, policies about clothing, valuables, 
home visits, etc. (A letter describing some of these aspects has been 
in vogue). A pamphlet at the time of admissions would give relatives 
a feeling they were being given some consideration. 
Written policies, in loose-leaf book form, on all wards, to be 
available for quick reference . 
The appointment of a clinical supervisor to check on performance 
and to foster closer approximation of performance and standard procedure. 
Continuing collection of case data by the supervisors. These data 
may be used in three ways. First, by periodic analysis, progress in 
improvement can be ascertained. Secondly, the data can serve as live 
material for group discussion by psychiatrists, supervisors, head nurses 
i 
I 
I 
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and attendants in the units to which patients are assigned. Thirdly , 
they may aid in determining whether the assignment of supervisors to 
admissions is the best use of supervisors' time or whether this is an 
activity requiring special preparation for selected senior attendants. 
The development of a follow-up procedure for patients, to determine 
the positive elements in the process as far as the patient is concerned. 
The expectations of the personnel, in relation to those factors which relat~ 
to the adjustment of the patient to this new situation, may not be in 
accord vdth the patients reaction or may differ among hyperactive and hy-
poactive patients or among male and female patients or young and old 
patients. It might be helpful to secure the impression of all patients, 
classified in such a way as to be meaningful in future planning and app-
raisal . Since the attitude of the doctor is as important to the problem 
as is the attitude of the various nursing personnel, it seems important 
to include them in such a study. 
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ADMISSION ROUTINEl 
.1. Telephone Operator informs doctor and supervisor of patient 1 s a.rri val. 
II. Physician's duties. 
III. 
1. Go to admission room. 
2. Greet patient. 
3. Introduce self. 
· 4. Examine committment papers. 
5. Hake out Admission Memorandum. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1. 
a. Patient's name, age, date, religion, sex. 
b. Name and address of escorts- (police, relatives, other.) 
c. Brief family histor,y. 
d~ .. Names, addresses and telephone numbers of relatives and 
guardians. 
e. Patient's possession of driver's license, social security, 
Military discharge papers. 
f. Brief past history of patient. 
g•·· Present illness. 
V~ke out ward admission card. 
Give directions to supervisor. 
Interview relatives, if present. 
Physical examination on Ward, immediately after admission. 
Mental examination as soon after admission as possible. 
Supervisor's duties. 
Go to admission room. 
~ebster Hospital Vvard Hanual - at the beginning of the study, July 1, 1954.j 
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2. Greet patient. 
3. Observe the situation for clues. 
If necessary: 
Get help 
Wheelchair or litter 
Assist physician 
Put luggage in bundle box 
Ask physician for directions 
4. Escort pa:t:-ient to ward. 
5. On ward 
a. Introduce patient to ward personnel. 
b. Assist patient to undress. 
c. Inspect for cleanliness, physical appearance, pathology. 
d. Observe attitude, behavior, speech, sociability. 
e. Question patient about last meal, medication, illness. 
f. Make records. 
i. Admission Sheet, D. M. H., detailed notations. 
Patient's name, age number, date, hour. 
Height, weight, sex, T. P. R. 
Condition of person - nutrition - cleanliness 
Condition of skin - marks, scars, bruises 
Physical disorders, deformities, injuries 
Behavior during admission 
Description and number of clothing 
Description of valuables 
Signature of nursing personnel 
Signature of patient 
Disposition of dentures a.nd glasses 
ii.. Triplicate admission information sheet for: 
Laboratory 
Telephone Operator 
Nursing Office 
iii. List valuables on outside of envelope - place same in 
envelope in presence of a vdtness: 
Money, rings, other jewelry 
Valuable papers - Social Security card, military 
discharge papers, property deeds, bank books, keys 
Drivers' license, etc. 
Above to be taken to the Treasurer's office and 
entered in triplicate in the Valuables Book. 
Patient's Requisition Slip - for any article left 
with patient. 
iv. In Supervisor's office. 
Name on patient ' s roster. 
Card in file according to ward. 
Entry in Day Record Book. 
Entry in Supervisor's Report book ~ detailed informatior. 
g. Check bath of patient. 
h. Give ward personnel further instructions. 
i. Take admission records to the administration office. 
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\'lARD ADMISSION ROUTINE 
1. Clothing, listed, folded, placed in bag, taken to ¥arking Room. 
2. Bath - tub, shower or bed bath as indicated. 
3. Shampoo - precautions and treatment if pediculi present. 
4. Nails trimmed. 
5. Govm - pajamas, robe and slippers, and admission packet - tooth-
brush, comb, soap, tissue, towel. 
6. Orienta.tion to ward: 
a. other patients 
b. Lavatory 
c. Toilet 
d. Dining Room 
e. Clothes Room 
f. Day Ha.ibl I 
I 
g. Bed I 
h. \'lard Rules 
7. Observation of patient: (examples when possible) 
a. Attitude 
b. Behavior - sociability 
c. Speech - conversation 
d. Eating habits 
e. Persanl habits - cleanliness 
f. Sleep 
S. l'lard Records 
a. Roster 
b. Alphabet list 
c. Weight book 
d. Checking book 
e. Clothing card 
f. T. P. R. book 
g . Chart - nurses' notes and graphic sheet - 7 days 
h. Glasses and denture book 
i. Diet list 
j. Doctor's order sheet 
k. Daily Report sheet 
1. Day Report book 
m. Medicine cards 
n. Laboratory - urine test book 
o. Physical examination book 
Routine Examinations 
a. Physical examination 
b. Mental examination 
c. Urine specimen - 5 days 
d. Blood chemistry on morning following admission 
e. Photograph 
f. Dental examination 
g. X-ray of chest and spine 
h. Typhoid inoculation - vaccination 
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